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The object-oriented paradigm is an important area of research not only in pro-

gramming languages but also in databases and operating systems. Databases and

operating systems require concurrent access to objects. This thesis provides a model

of concurrent access to objects, based on the concept of transactions. It rigorously
formulates the different types of transactions that participate on an object-based
system and the types of histories (or logs) that must be maintained. A definition of
object serializability (called O-serializability) is introduced and a graph theoretic
tool is described that defines precisely when a given execution sequence is seri-

alizable. An architecture for transaction management in an object-based system

is defined to describe the interactions between the different software components
of the transaction management facilities. The architecture is used to identify the
components that are required for concurrency controÌ. This thesis introduces al-
gorithms for these components, defines the interactions between the components,

and the protocols required to ensure serializability. The model and graph theoretic
tooi is used to show the correctness of the algorithms in ensuring O-serializability.
The algorithms maintain serializability with respect to the objects and the user's

transactions in a semi-autonomous manner through the use of a global correctness

algorithm and algorithms within the objects.

Abstract
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Chapter X-

Introduction

Recent database research has focused on moving away from the relational data

model. Advances in applications require the use of complex modeling techniques

ttrat do not exist in relational database systems. Many of these needs can be met

by object-ori,ented systems, which define abstract representations of entities in an

environment. There is a large commercial demand for object-oriented database

systems (or simply object-based systems) that provide for the rich modeling capa-

bilities while providing the functionalities of traditional database systems (such as

transaction management, query processing, and version management).

This thesis addresses the problem of concurrent access to objects within an

object base. When multiple users access a database, their accesses must be con-

trolled so that anomalies such as lost updates and the reading of inconsistent data

do not occur. This is traditionaily done through the use of transactzor¿s. Transac-

tions are units of worl< that are atom'ic, cons'istent, i,solated, and durable. These are

hnown as a transaction's ACID properties because each leaves a consistent data-

base in a "new" consistent state after its completion. A transaction is not aware

8



of any other executing transactions, has all of its updates made perrnanent and

recoverable, and is a single unit of work such that all or none of its operations

occltr. This thesis is concerned with the support of atomicity and isolation during

the concurrent execution of transactions on an object base.

Correctness of the concurrent execution of a set of transactions is defined

through sert,ali,zabzli,ty, which means that the transactions execute in an equiva-

lent to serial manner. This notion of serializability is extended for object bases

using a definition of. object-serzali,zabzlity. This provides a theoretical basis for the

discussion of concurrency control algorithms.

The nature of objects complicate concurrency control in object-based sys-

tems. An object allows for abstractions above the internal implementation of its

functionalities through the encapsulation of data and the means of accessing the

data. This structuring is used to define two scheduling algorithms, one for inter-

nal object executions and another of the executions of the transactions that access

the object base. Object-serializabiiity is the correctness criterion from which these

algorithms are shown to be correct.

Early work in object bases has concentrated on developing prototypes that

provide for the storage of persistent objects [20], object-oriented design through

the storage of a schema and schema evolution [8], and the development of queries

for execution on objects [20]. Transaction management has not been studied at

great lengths in these systems. Traditional techniques have been applied at the

object level so that studies of the other areas of database systems can proceed. A

summary of existing work is given in Chapter 2. This thesis adds to this work by

introducing a new means of discussing serializability in object bases and a new suite

of concurrency control algorithms that exploit the added functionality that exists

in object-based systems.

q



1.1- Object Orientation

Before discussing transaction management and concurrency control it is useful to

introduce the concepts of object orientation. Since this thesis does not address

all of the requirements of object-oriented databases, only the basic properties are

discussed. Definitions of the more complex modeling techniques can be found in

Barker et al. l3].

Object orientation stems from the use of abstract data types. These types pro-

vide for the encapsulation of data and the procedures that manipulate the data and

require that the types only be accessed via the procedures. In object orientation,

the data are attri,bules and the procedures are methods. Objects are instantiations

of the type definitions which have values for the attributes and can accept method

invocations.

Object orientation expands on this by defining complex modeling techniques

for defining types. The type definitions are calied classes with an object being the

instance of a particular class. A class hierarchy is created with a root class from

which all other classes descend. A class can'inheriú definitions from its ancestors.

Attribute definitions can be inherited and modified by a subclass. Methods can be

inherited and used or modifi.ed by a subclass. A class does not have to inherit all

definitions from it ancestors, oniy those that are relevant to the definition of the

class.

These and other modeling tools provide advanced means for designing soft-

ware and data. Concurrency control, however, only deals with the execution of

programs not their design. Therefore, issues such as inheritance do not affect the

design of concurrency control algorithms. They provide effective tools in the devel-

opment of advanced appiications but oniy the active objects within an object-based

10



system are affected by concurrency control.

L.2 An Architectural Flameï\¡ork

Before presenting the remainder of the thesis, this section presents a transaction

management architecture for object-based systems. The architecture gives an ab-

stract view of the software components that facilitate transaction management.

The functionalities and high-level interactions of the components are discussed.

This provides a frameworlç for transaction management in object-based systems

and allows for discussions of the components and their requirements.

Most of the work in the area of architectures for transaction management

exists in the realm of classical databases for centralized and distributed systems.

The architecture presented here exhibits the same functionality described by Bern-

stein eú al. l5) in centralized database systems and adapts some of the structure

found in the distributed architecture presentecl by Özsu and Valduriez [ZS).

An overview of the two main components of the architecture is presented,

followed by a detailed description of each. The overall model is illustrated in Fig-

ure 1.1. The object-based management system contains an Erecutzon Monitorand

an Object Processor. The Execution Monitor (discussed in Section 1.2.1) receives

user transactions and returns the results. Its purpose is to provide an interface

to users and to coordinate and schedule the method invocations on behalf of user

transactions.

When the Execution Monitor wishes to schedule a method, it submits the

method to the Object Processor (discussed in Section L.2.2) for execution. The

object processor schedules and executes individual method operations. When the

11



user transactions

object
transactions

Execution Monitor

results

method completes it returns the result to the Execution Monitor. Method results

may vary depending on the object model and the transaction model being en-

forced. For example, if a nested transaction model is used intermediate results and

a "prepare-to-commit" may be returned while an open nested model may return

final results and a commit or an abort notification. The essential architectural

feature is the overall protocol required between the Execution Monitor and the

Object Processor. In processing method executions, the Object Processor will re-

trieve and update objects by accessing the object storage. The object storage is

a stable storage used for keeping permanent copies of the objects. It takes read

and write requests on objects. A write causes the object storage to overwrite the

r/w(o)

results

Figure 1.1: Centralized Architecture Overview

objects

object storage

72



user transactions

current copy of the object with the new copy given to it.1 This facilitates a commit

decision made by the Object Processor. When the objeci storage receives a read

request it will return the required object to the Object Processor.

Method Scheduler

Figure I.2: The Execution Monitor

L.z.L The Execution Monitor

to the object processor

The Execution Monitor architecture is depicted in Figure 1.2. The Transact'ion

Manager (TM) receives user transactions and coordinates their execution. It acts

as the external interface to the other components of the object-based system. The

Transaction Manager sends the invocation requests to the Method Scheduler. The

final taslc of the Transaction Manager is to return results to the user.

l selecting the update inplace approach is made to simplify the overall architecture but alternate

approaches may be more desirable when addressing reliability and implementation issues. Ai this

point the FIX/FLUSH [23] decisions are seen as orthogonal.

13



The Meihod Scheduler receives requests for method invocations from the

Transaction Manager and returns the results to the Transaction Manager upon

completion of the method. Its purpose is to implement an inter-object concurrency

control algorithm. The algorithm synchronizes the execution of all user transactions

in the system by properly interieaving the executions of their methods. The method

execution per se is the responsibility of the Object Processor.

The Execution Monitor is responsible for ensuring that execution orderings

affecting different objects are handled correctly. The orderings within an object

must be compatible with the orderings of other objects, with respect to the user

transactions, for inter-object correctness to be maintained. This does not require

a particular algorithm to maintain conflict serializability within each object but

rather that an algorithm at the Execution Monitor level maintains consistency

between objects. Therefore, the execution of operations at objects is orthogonal to

the design of the Execution Monitor.

L.2.2 The Object Processor

Figure 1.3 illustrates the architecture of the Object Processor. It receives object

transactions and passes them to the Object Manager. The Object Manager (OM)

takes method invocations and returns their results to the Execution Monitor. Since

our model permits each object to use the concurrency control algorithm of its

choice, it is necessary for the Object Manager to determine the Object Scheduler

that should receive the method invocation. The Objeci Manager accomplishes this

by mapping objects to corresponding schedulers using its local object dictionary.

The Object Manager talies the method invocation and passes it to the necessary

Object Scheduler.

74



from the execution monitor

object transactions results

r/w(dÐ

ObSch ids

Recovery Manager

r/w(o)

object ids

data items

r/w(o)

object dictionary

objects

objects

Figure 1.3: The Object Processor

object storage
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There is a logical Object Scheduler for each object (we identify the scheduler

for object e by ObSch") which impiements a concurrency control algorithm for its

object. The algorithm synchronizes the execution of methods submitted to that

object. When a method completes, the Object Scheduler will return the result to

the Object Manager.

An Object Scheduler accesses an object's data using traditional transaction

read (r) and write (w) operations on data items. The Recouery Manager receives

requests for data and ultimateiy returns the requested data item. The Recovery

Manager implements the reliability protocols necessary for the objects to maintain

consistency by guaranteeing that the objects will return to, or remain in, a consis-

tent state following a failure. When a commit is performed, the Recovery Manager

ensures thai all updates made by the committing transaction are permanent. It

also ensures that when an abort tahes places, none of the updates made by the

aborting transaction are permanent or visible.

The Recovery Manager executes in consort with the Object Seruer. The

Object Server reads and writes objects to and from the object storage. This is

analogous to the Cache Manager in a classical database system [5] reading and

writing pages of data for its Recovery Manager. It may however, due to performance

considerations, only do so for the subset of an object that is actually accessed. It

talces requests from the Recovery Manager to read or write a specific object and

sends the specific request to the object storage. The Object Server tahes an object

from storage and places it in volatile memory where it can be accessed by the

Recovery Manager to fulfill requests from the Object Schedulers. It also takes

objects in volatile memory and writes them to the object storage to malce updates

to the objects permanent. The Object Server will only perform these actions upon

specific instruction from the Recovery Manager. The Recovery Manager must mahe
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"fix and flush" decisions (as described in Ozsu and Valduriez l23l for distributed

systems) with respect to the movement of objects to and from stable storage. The

Object Server implements these decisions through its management of object storage.

L.2.3 Discussron

This architecture provides a frameworh for the model presented in this thesis and

a means for arguing its potential applicability. It ailows each object to use its own

concurrency control algorithm for maintaining seriaÌizability. This yields greater

flexibility in using optimized algorithms for the data structures and needs of each

particular object (observed by Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos [13] to be a useful at-

tribute for concurrency control in object bases). It also provides for a level of

abstraction above reads and writes on data items. Users can create transactions

that only involce high level operations, thus making the design of transactions more

intuitive and less prone to error.

The presented architecture does not, however, impose a particular transaction

model on the object bases. Models for abstract data types, such as the model

introduced by Weihl and Lislçov [30], can make use of this architecture through its

abstraction above reads and writes. The architecture also provides for much more.

It allows for the support of more complex objects than those based on abstract

data types. The notion of object orientation discussed in Section 1.1 can make use

of this architecture. In the object-oriented environment an object may need the

services of other objects, thus requiring it to invoke methods on other objects. This

architecture facilitates this by allowing a method to invoke other methods through

the use of the Execution Monitor (to be described in Chapter 4). This also enables

the use of active objects; objects that will cause other actions to be performed
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based on some result. These actions occur without the knowledge of the user who

submitted the initial request. This architecture models this by the invocation of a

method which subsequently invokes other methods, possibly on other objects, to

accomplish the necessary actions.

The model presented in Chapter 3 attempts to utilize all of the functionality

provided by the architecture. It defines serializability with respect to each object

and the entire object base, thereby permitting different algorithms at each object,

under the coordination of a global algorithm, to maintain serializability over the

entire object base. It also defines a nesting structure for the methods of the ob-

jects. The model allows for a method to invoke other methods, possibly on different

objects, so that object hierarchies and active objects can be supported. This thesis

provides the correctness criterion and algorithms for the Method Scheduler and

Object Schedulers of this architecture. Algorithms and theory for the other com-

ponents of the architecture, aside from the intuitive descriptions of their behaviour

given above, are left as open problems.

1.3 Outline of Thesis

The remainder of the thesis proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 defines the traditional

transaction model and discusses previous related worlc. A formal transaction model

allows for the study of serializability in an object-based system. Both of these

are discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses the issue of concurrency control

through the introduction of algor-ithms for object and user level scheduling. Fi-

nally, Chapter 5 malces some concluding remarks and identifies directions for future

research.
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Chapten 2

Background

A survey of both motivational and related worlt aids in the understanding of the

modeÌ and algorithm defined in this thesis. The motivational worlc details research

done in isolation of object bases but is applicable to object bases. The related work

is a summary of research on the topic of concurrency control in object bases.

This chapter has the following structure. Section 2.1 gives a summary of

traditional transactions and concurrency control algorithms. This provides a basis

from which the rest of the thesis can draw. Section 2.2 summarizes the research that

provides the motivation for this thesis. Finally, Section 2.3 describes the models,

concurrency control algorithms, and prototypes that exist for object bases.

2.L Tladitional Thansactions

Traditional transaction management defines a simple transaction model whereby

each transaction consists of a sequence of reads and writes. The execution of a

transaction on a consistent database will leave the database in a new consistent
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state. Concurrency contr-ol is then the interleaving of multiple transactions such

that they wili leave the database in a consistent state foliowing their execution.

Many algorithms exist for both centralized and distributed databases based on this

traditional model. This worh is summarized in Bernstein et al. l5l and Papadim-

itriou [24]. To distinguish transactions defined in this model from those to be

discussed later, these transactions are identified as fl,at transacti,ons. The remain-

der of this section defines flat transactions and the traditional correctness criterion

and discusses some concurrency control algorithms. This section provides a meatrs

of progressing towards a model for object bases while avoiding issues that are not

directly relevant to the thesis.

Flat Tþansactions

Flat transactions were first defined for classical databases and are well under-

stood. The definitions for classical transaction management are talcen from Özsu

and Valdunez [ZS) and form a framework for subsequent definitions. We begin with

some nomenclature. O¿o €{read,write} is operation p of transaction i,. OSi is the

set of all operations of transaction 'i, and we say OSi: U*O¿n. For transaction ¿

we have a termination condition 
^4 

€{commit,abort}. Thus the definition of a flat

transaction is as follows:

Definition 2.L.L A flat transaction I is a partial order T¿: (D¿, {¿), where

1. Ð¿ - o^9, U{¡i,},

2. f.or any two O¿o,O¿n € OS¿,if.Oie: r(z) and O¿o: w(r)

or O¿n 4¿ O¿p, and

3. VOie e OS¿, O¿, 1¿ N¿.
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Point (i) is obvious. Point (2) states that if any two operations within the trans-

action conflict (in that one is a read and the other a write on the same data item),

then an ordering for those two operations must exist in {¿. Point (3) ensures that

all operations of a transaction occur before the termination of the transaction.

Histories

A log or hi,story records the execution of transactions. Histories provide a

means of analyzing the execution of transactions in order to ensure that they have

a correct ordering when executed concurrently. The definition of a history for flat

transactions is as follows:

Definition 2.L.2 Given a set of transactions T, a history (ff) is a partial order

H : (Ð, <), where

1. X: U¡D¡ where Ð¡ is the domain of transactiont¡ €T,

2. a¡ Ur l¡ where {¡ is the ordering relation for transaction 7r', and

for any two conflicting operations p, q € H, either p < q or q < p.

This definition implies that if the operations of two transactions conflict, the trans-

actions are similarly in conflict. Transactions and their histories enable the dis-

cussion of the correctness of transaction execution, through the notion that these

transactions may conflict.

Conflict Serializability

A correctness criterion for flat transactions is conflict seri.alzzabi,li,ty, whereby

the conflicting operations of two transactions must be ordered such that the trans-

actions appear to execute serially (ie. all the operations of one appear to execute
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before all the operations of the other). This correctness criterion is enabled through

the defi.nition of serial histories and the equivalence of histories, as follows:

Definition2.l.3 A history H : {Tt,,...,7,} is sertal itr (lp €T¿,1q € 7r'such

that p < q) + (Vr € T¿,Vs €T¡,r ;.s). tr

Definition 2.L.4 Two histories are confl,i.ct equi,ualent if they are over the same

set of transactions and they order conflicting operations in the same way. I

These definitions enable the definition of a serializable history, yielding a

correctness criterion for transactions. The definition of a serializabie history is as

follows:

Definition 2.L.5 A history is seri.ali,zable if and only if it is equivalent to a serial

history. I

From this correctness criterion concurrency control algorithms can be shown

to be correct. If a concurrency control algorithm only produces equivalent to se-

rial executions of transactions, it is correct. This is proven through the use of

serial'izati,on graphs that are defined as follows (taken from Bernstein eú ø/. [5]):

Definition 2.7.6 The serialization graph for a history H is a directed graph such

that the vertices are the committed transactions in f1 and the edges are all T¿ -
T¡(i# 7) such that an operation of fl precedes and conflicts with an operation of

T¡inH. I

Tlre ability to use such graphs is proven by ihe seri,ali,zabi,lr,ty theorem:

Theorem 2.lJ A history is serializable iff its corresponding serialization graph is

acyclic.
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Proof See Bernstein et al. [5, page 33].

A history is serializable if and onìy if its serialization graph is acyclic. This implies

that a concurrency control algorithm is correct if and only if all of the histories

generated by it have acyclic graphs.

View Serializability

Another notion of correctness is ui,ew seriali,zabi.li,ty. It differs from conflict

serializability in the definition of the equivalence of two histories. Two histories are

not equivalent if they order conflicting operations similarly, but are equivalent when

they have the same reads-from relations. Each read operation reads its value from

the last operation that wrote the va1ue. Therefore, two histories are equivalent if

their read operations have the same view by reading from the same write operations.

Papadimitriou [24] formally defines this correctness criterion. Papadimitriou also

shows that the problem of demonstrating that a given history is view serializable

is NP-complete. For this reason, conflict serializability is the correctness criterion

most often selected for transaction models.

Concurrency Control Algorithms

Many algorithms have been developed and proven correct according to the

transaction model based on conflict serializability. They can be broadly classified

into one of two categories: optimistic and pessimistic. Pessimistic algorithms delay

conflicting operations when first identified while optimistic algorithms allow all op-

erations to proceed and verify their correct execution once a transaction completes.

Along with these there are also hybrid algorithms that combine features of both

pessimistic and optimistic algorithms.

I
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Two-Phase Locking

The most common form of a pessimistic algorithm is the two-phase loching

algorithm. This algorithm works as follows. When a transaction wishes to access

a data item it must first obtain the appropriate loclç (either a read or write lock

depending on whether the operation is a read or a write, respectively). Two locks

are in conflict if their corresponding operations are conflicting, as defined in Def-

inition 2.7.7 for reads and writes. If another transaction holds a conflicting lock,

it must wait for that transaction to release its loclc before obtaining the lock. A

transaction can obtain locks until it releases a lock, at which point it can no longer

obtain any locks. This results in the two phases, a lock request phase foilowed by a

lock release phase. A strict form of this forces a transaction to retain all of its locks

until it completes, releasing them immediately before the transaction's termination.

Two-phase loching can be shown to be correct through a contradiction. If

two-phase loclcing were not correct, a cycle would exist in a serialization graph

for some history produced by the algorithm. Suppose such a graph exists with

a cycle between two transactions T1 and 72. This implies an edge from T1 to T2

and an edge from T2 to T.1. The first edge arises from fi releasing a lock on a

data item which is subsequently loclied in a conflicting mode by Tz. The second

edge arises from 72 releasing a lock on a data item which is subsequently locked

in a conflicting mode by 7r. This cannot occur with two-phase locliing since the

transactions would be allowed to obtain locks after they have released a lock for this

cycle to be generated. Induction can be used to show that this is true given a cycle

containing any number of transactions. Therefore, two-phase loching produces only

conflict serializable schedules.

Optimistic Certification

Optimistic algorithms take the form of certi,fiers [5]. These algorithms retain a
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history of all operations executed by all transactions. When a transaction commits,

a serialization graph is constructed based on the history. If ihe graph is acyclic, the

execution v/âs correct and the updates of the transaction are made permanent. If

the graph is not acyclic, all of the transaction's operations are rolled back and the

transaction is resubmitted. These algorithms have been proven conflict serializable.

Since they test for the acyclicity of the serialization graph in their algorithms and

abort transactions that cause cycles, certifiers allow only serializable executions.

Optimistic concurrency control suffers from increased overhead due to the abortion

and resubmission of transactions.

Two-Phase Commit

When a transaction executes in a distributed environment it is split into a

set of transactions) one for each site that the transaction executes on. A protocoi

is required for the transaction to commit atomically. Such a protocol is the two-

phase commi,t protocol [5]. It requires communication between the sites so that all

sites come to the same termination decision for the transaction. The site where the

transaction begins is the coordznator and all other sites are the parti,ci,pants.

The protocol proceeds as follows. After the coordinator has sent transactions

to the participants for execution it waits for replies. After completion of a transac-

tion, a participant sends its termination decision to the coordinator. If the decision

is to abort it aborts the transaction. Otherwise, it waits. Once the coordinator has

received all replies it malces a decision. If any reply is an abort, the decision is to

abort and it sends an abort message to all the participants. Otherwise, it sends a

commit to all the participants. The palticipants, upon receiving the message, carry

out the specified action. This protocol is of particular importance to the algorithms

presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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Summary

This fundamental model is the basis from which more complex models have

been defined. It is the starting point for the models discussed in the subsequent

sections and in the model defined in this thesis. The concepts introduced by this

model form the basis for research on transaction management in databases. The

terminology introduced above will be used throughout this thesis and lcnowledge

of this basic model is assumed in the discussion of the models and algorithms

introduced below in subsequent sections.

2.2 Motivation

There are two areas of research that motivate this thesis: namely, nested transac-

tions and concurrency control in abstract data types. Nested transactions are rel-

evant since the invocation of methods by other methods leads to a natural nested

structure. Abstract data types are the precursors to objects and are therefore

important in introducing some of the complexities that arise when considering ob-

jects. This section first discusses abstract data types and concludes with a survey

of nested transaction models and a discussion of their relevance to object-based

systems.

2.2.L Abstract Data Types

Abstract data types are similar to classes in that they both specify the attribute

types and operations for their instance objects. Each abstract data type has local

data that can only be accessed through the operations defined for the abstract data

type. Much research has attempted to define modeis and algorithms for the concur-
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rent execution of transactions invoking the operations of abstract data types. Much

of the work has been done by Weihi and others [30, 28, 29,77]. Other contributions

lrave been made by Herlihy [15, 16], Schwarz and Spector 1271, and Badrinath and

Ramamritham [Z]. The following will describe the model of correctness normally

associated with abstract data types and look at some of the proposed concurrency

control algorithms.

Any correctness criterion must ensure that concurrently executing transac-

tions appear atomic and isolated. Such a model has been defined for transactions

on abstract data types. The model defines concurrency control with respect to each

abstract data type. Each abstract data type has a local algorithm to ensure the

correct execution of its local operations. To enable this, each transaction ts fully

blockzng, which means that when a transaction invokes an operation it cannot in-

vol<e another operation until the first returns. This guarantees that an ordering of

operations at an abstract data type will be the same as the ordering of their invok-

ing transactions. In addition, Weihl [28] defines that each operation of an abstract

data type is atomi,c. Therefore, the execution of the operations of an abstract data

type cannot by interleaved.

Three types (or properties) of local atomicity are defined for abstract data

types: static, dynamic, and hybrid. Correct executions are attained if all abstract

data types within a system use the same atomicity property thereby making global

correctness achievable. Weihl [29] has shown that all abstract data types in a

system must use the same atomicity property because different properties will create

incompatible orderings at different abstract data types, which would eliminate the

possibility of global correctness.

Each of the atomicity properties relates to the type of algorithms that can

be used to achieve that property. Static atomicity occurs when predefined in-
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formation of transactions exist for ensuring transaction serializability. The most

common manifestation of this is through the use of timestamps where each trans-

action obtains a unique timestamp when it begins execution and is the basis of

correctness when the transaction involies operations. Dynamic atomicity uses in-

formation attained through the execution of transactions to determine an ordering

that is serializable. The most common dynamic protocol is two-phase locking where

Iocks are attained as the transactions execute, not before the execution begins. Hy-

brid atomicity is a combination of the previous properties, using both static and

dynamic information to ensure a serializable ordering of the transactions.

Once an atomicity property is chosen it is necessary to provide a concurrency

control algorithm with information about the operations of the abstract data type.

The algorithm will then be able to correctly schedule the execution of the opera-

tions for the transactions that invoke operations on the abstract data type. A, seri,al

speczficati.orz accomplishes this by detailing the proper execution of each operation

of the abstract data type (through pre- and post-conditions) when all transactions

execute serially. This serial specification is given by the developer who designs and

implements the abstract data type. The serial specification can be described as a

compatibility matrix (for example see Badrinath and Ramamritham [2]) defining

those operations in the abstract data type that commute and conflict. The concur-

rency control algorithm uses this information to ensure that conflicting operations

of the abstract data type are ordered in a consistent manner; based on its atomicity

property.

Unlilce modeis which define commutativity as the results of two operations

being the same regardless of their order [2], Weihl [28] defines two types of commuta-

tivity: forward commutat'i,ui,ty and backward commutati,uity. These commutativity

reiations are defined with respect to the type of recovery mechanism used and the
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implications they have on concurrency. Forward commutativity is based on i,nten-

ti,on li,sts where a transaction writes all of its updates in a list and applies them to

the database when it commits. This implies that transactions are always reading a

committed (and consistent) database. Since all updates are applied to the database

at commit time, none of the updates can leave the database in an inconsistent state

(which would violate the semantics of a transaction). Therefore, forward commu-

tativity is defined to ensure ihat this will not occur by considering undefined states

in the definition of commuting and conflicting operations.

Baclcward commutativity, on the other hand, is based on undo /ogs where

updates are made directly to the database and the operations are stored in a log. If

a transaction aborts, the operations are undone by scanning the log and applying

the inverse of the operations. In this case, updates are not necessarily applied

to a consistent database but the database is ensured to be consistent when the

transaction commits. Therefor-e an undefined state is permissible provided that

the transaction returns the database to a defined state before committing. Thus,

backward commutativity does not consider undefined states in determining the

commutativity of operations.

This model has resulted in the definition of algorithms for the different atom-

icity properties. Herlihy [16] and Herlihy and Weihl [17] define algorithms based on

hybrid atomicity while Weihl [28] defines algorithms based on dynamic atomicity.

Herlihy [15] also defines a multiversion time-stamping algorithm based on static

atomicity. AIl the algorithms presented have been proven correct based on their

atomicity property and provide solutions to the concumency control problem with

respect to abstract data types.

There are two broad categories of concurrency control algorithms; they are

either optimistic or pessimistic. Tliis is also true for algorithms based on abstract
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data types. Two algorithms proposed for abstract data types demonstrate this.

The algorithm introduced by Weihl [28] is a pessimistic algorithm using locking.

This locking is based on which operations of an abstract data type conflict, as given

in the serial specification. It is similar to two-phase loching except that a transac-

tion is blocked from involçing oper-ations if it currently has an operation pending.

An optimistic algorithm was introduced by Herlihy [16]. In this algorithm, the

execution of transactions proceed, according to the model described above, until a

transaction commits. At this point validation proceeds and unless the execution

lvâs correct the transaction is aborted. Validation is based on the atomicity prop-

erty employed (hybrid in this case), using the information attained to analyze the

execution. This algorithm uses a combination of static and run-time information,

in the form of timestamps and optimistic locks, to ensure that the transactions

executed correctly.

Concurrency control in abstract data types is a well studied field yielding

many useful results. When considering these results with respect to objects, how-

ever) some new problems present themselves. These problems arise due to the active

nature of objects, in that, the method of an object can involçe a method of another

object. This is not defined for abstract data types and the means of defining se-

rial specifications with this additional property seems non-trivial. The abstract

data type concurrency control model was not designed to handle such complexities.

Therefore, other transaction models must be analyzed to find techniques suitable

when methods invoke other methods.
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2.2.2 Nested Tlansactions

When one object's method invokes another, the invocations are said to be nested.

Therefore, we investigate nested transaction models to identify solutions that can

be applied to object bases. Fekete et al. l9l introduced two ways of viewing nested

transactions: namely, as data and procedural abstractions. Procedural abstractions

were originally proposed as nested transactions by Moss [21]. Data abstractions,

also hnown as multilevel transactions, are another form of nested transactions as

defined by Weikum [31, 32] and Beeri et al.14]. The fundamental concept underlying

nested transactions is that one may invoke others, which may in turn invoke others,

to some, possibly unbounded, depth. Two types of nested transaction models have

been defi.ned: namely, open and closed. The work of Moss and Beeri et al. is on

the closed nested model. \Ä/e present an intuitive description of closed nesting and

defer the formal definitions until the next chapter.

The semantics of closed nesting using procedural abstraction is as foliows.

A transaction (called a parent) can invoke any number of sub-transactions (called

children). Children can be active simultaneously. A transaction with no parent is a

top-level transaction and it along with its descendants is a transaction family. The

resuits of any transaction in a transaction family are not made visible to any other

transaction family until the top-level transaction for the family completes. Within

a transaction family, only leaf transactions can directly access data.

The fundamental principle of closed nesting is that no partial results of any

transaction family can be made visible to any other transaction family. The follow-

ing semantics accomplish ihis ciosed nesting. When a child commits all scheduling

information pertaining to it is given to its parent. The effects of the commit of a

child are only made permanent and visible when its top-level transaction commits.
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The abort of a child results in the removal of all of its scheduling information. If

a system failure occurs at any time, even after a child has "committed", before

a top-level transaction completes, the entire transaction family aborts. Finally, a

parent cannot commit until all of its children complete, bui it may abort at any

time.

Moss [21] defi.ned a two-phase locking concurrency control algorithm for this

model. When a transaction accesses a data item, it must acquire the appropriate

lock. If another transaction holds a conflicting locli, then the transaction must

wait for the release of the conflicting loch. Nesting requires additional rules. When

a sub-transaction commits, its parent inherits its locks. When a sub-transaction

aborts, its locks are released but any lochs on the same data items held by its

ancestors are kept by those ancestors. The acquisition of locks is also affected

by nesting. A transaction can acquire a write lock only if ali other transactions

liolding write loclcs on the same data item are ancestors of the transaction. Also, a

transaction can acquire a read lock only if all other transactions holding write locks

on the same data item are ancestors of the transaction. Moss [21] has shown that

this algorithm is correct according to the model of nested transactions discussed

above.

The use of data abstraction in nested transactions is discussed in Beeri eú

al. fa] and Weikum [31,32]. Beeri et al.'s work describes a criterion necessary for

closed nested transactions to be serializable. They define a group of transaction

families to be a computational forest such that the forest must have a correct

ordering at all levels of the folest. The model implies that each level above the leaves

is an abstraction of the operations performed by the leaf transactions. This requires

a restriction: the nesting has a predefi.ned and fi.xed depth. For the purpose of this

thesis, the most important correctness condition of data abstractions is downward
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order compati,bi,laúy. Downward order compatibility means that the ordering of two

parent transactions must be adhered to by all of their descendants. Therefore, the

ordering defined on two children cannot be incompatible with the ordering already

defined on their parents. Commutativity is another condition used by the model as

a means of rearranging transactions at a given level so that serial orderings can be

derived in proofs of correctness. Beer-i et al. la] proves the correctness of schedules

that adhere to these nested transaction conditions.

Weilçum [31] introduced a concurrency control protocol for his model of mul-

tilevel transactions. This protocol implements a ievel-by-level strategy whereby

each of the levels in the multileveÌ system have their own scheduler for ensuring

the preservation of conflict serializability at that level. This allows for a modular

design where different algorithms can be used at different levels, provided that they

ensure conflict serializability. This is a top-down design, a scheduler at a higher

level orders transactions according to its view of conflicts which reduces the possible

execution orders at lower levels.

Based on this protocol, Weikum [31] introduced a system based on (strict)

two-phase locking. As this algorithm ensures conflict serializability, it can be ap-

plied ai each level of the system. At the bottom level, read and write locks on

data items are acquired as in traditional transactions. At higher levels there are

operation specific lochs such that lochs are compatible if and only if their opera-

tions are not conflicting, as was discussed for abstract data types in Section 2.2.7.

Using these lochs, the two-phase locking algorithm executes as in traditional sys-

tems. The only difference is in the release of locks. Consider a transaction at a

given level invoking a transaction at the level below it. The invoked transaction

acquires locks during its execution. These locks are subsequently released when the

invoking transaction completes, not when the invoked transaction completes. Thus,
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with minor modifications two-phase locking can be used in multilevel transaction

systems.

In addition to multilevel transactions, Weikum [SZ] discusses the general no-

tion of open nesting. Wiih open nesting, when any transaction commits, including

sub-transactions, its updates are made visible. This is the main difference between

open and closed nesting. Open nesting ailows partial results of a transaction family

to be made visible to other transaction families. If a parent transaction should

abort then all updates must be removed, including those made by children that

have committed. The execution of transaction famiÌies is serialized in that they

must execute in a correct order relative to the top-level transactions. The difficulty

with this model occurs because updates performed by sub-transactions are made

visible before their parents commit. Thus if a parent should abort after a child has

already committed, the updates of the child must be undone. Since the child has

committed, other transaction may have seen its updates and must also be aborted.

The problem then becomes how the effects of the children are undone and how to

deal with cascading aborts. Much research remains to be done to find methods of

dealing with these complexities. One proposal, introduced by Garcia-Molina and

Salem [10] and adapted by Weikum [32] for the multilevel open nested transaction

model, is to use compensatzng transacti,ons to undo a child transaction's actions.

Compensating transactions are defined as a part of Sagas [10], which provides a

solution to the problem of long-lived transactions on multidatabases through the

use of open nesting. The complexities of the open nested model and the need for

further research were determining factors in the decision to restrict the research

focus of this thesis to the closed nested model.

Surnmary

This thesis only addresses the problem of applying closed nesting using pro-
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cedural abstraction to objects. We will, however, use results from nesting using

data abstraction that are applicable to the research where appropriate. Unfortu-

nately, problems arise when applying the nested model to objects. Two restrictions

are problematic. First, nesting only to a specific level is unrealistic when address-

ing objects. Second, having only leaf transactions accessing data is impractical

with respect to object bases. In the object model, any method on any object can

access data and it is unrealistic to predetermine how many levels of nesting will

occur when methods are invoking each other. Therefore, one must transform the

model for nested transactions into a model viable in the object paradigm by remov-

ing these two restrictions. Two such models have been introduced, one using the

closed nested model and the other using the open nested model (to be discussed in

Section 2.3.2).

2.3 Related Work

This section details research specific to object bases. It begins with a review of pro-

totype object bases from a transaction management point of view in Section 2.3.L.

Section 2.3.2 follows with a detailed look at two transaction models for object

bases. Finally, Section 2.3.3 describes concurrency control algorithms based on

these models.

2.3.L Prototypes

Most research on object bases has focused on data modeling and query process-

ing. Several prototypes have been developed and discussed in the literature (for

example, see [20, 18,8,33]). Very little research has directly addressed transaction
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management issues in these systems or they make enabling assumptions so their

research in data models and query processing can be undertalçen.

Most prototype object-oliented database systems can be placed into one of

two categories. One category includes systems that have object-oriented interfaces

built on top of a traditional database system (typically relational). An example of

such a system is Iris [33]. Such systems use the transaction management facilities

that are provided by the traditional system and is therefore not the focus of this

thesis.

The other category of prototypes is that of systems that build the manage-

ment system based on the existence of persistent objects, such as ORION [20],

Cactis [18], and O, [8]. Most of these systems implement transaction management

by using object or page levei two-phase locking. Although this is comparatively

easy to implement it severely restricts concurrency among user transactions and

eliminates concurrency possible when multiple transactions must access the same

object. Page level locking does not increase the complexity of transaction man-

agement âs compared to object level locking but allows for the locliing of multiple

objects on the same page or the locking of parts of an object stored on multiple

pages. Cactis' approach uses two-phase locking on the attributes of the objects in

its object base. This does not increase the complexity over other prototypes but

uses a lower level of loch granularity.

The ORION prototype's transaction management faciÌities are described by

Garza and Kim [11]. ORION, like the other prototypes, uses a two-phase locking

protocol on its objects. It also provides additional facilities to address the problem

of long-lived transactions in object bases. Long-lived transactions execute over a

relatively long period of time, thereby loching out other transactions tirat require

some of the objects held by the long-lived transactions. Garza and Kim [11] pro-
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pose tvio methods to alleviate the delays incurred by these transactions: priuate

databases and hypotheti,cal transact'ions. First, a private database causes the ob-

jects witìrin it to be inaccessible to all but its defining transaction. This ensures

that other transactions cannot be delayed by the long-lived transaction owning the

private database. Second, hypothetical transactions never commit and will never

change an object. In order to reduce delays the objects accessed by a hypothetical

transaction are copied and accessed freely by that transaction. Therefore, no other

transactions can be delayed by it because they would access the original objects. We

do not address the problem of long-lived transactions in this thesis. Our approach

is to rigorously define the transaction and object models and provide insights into

"traditional" concurrency control.

2.3.2 Transaction Models

Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos [13] introduce a model for transactions in object bases

using closed nesting. In this model, object methods have local and message steps.

Local steps access the object's attributes while message steps invoke methods on

other objects. Transactions submitted by users are considered methods of a special

system object which only contain message steps. The execution of a method is a

transaction on its object and is a method erecut'ion, which is a partial order of its

steps based on the commutativity of those steps. The system must synchronize

multiple method executions at each object and ensure that the orderings at each

object are compatible with one another.

Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos propose the following model. A history is defined

over the set of all method executions on the objects of the object base. The his-

tory is a partial order of the method executions based on their internal partial
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orders and the conditions necessâry to enforce inter-object compatibility. The con-

ditions state that there must be no recursive relations between descendantsl and

that the ordering of method executions and their descendants must be compatible.

This compatibility is slightly different from the nested model in that parents and

descendants may be on different objects. The correctness of a history is based

on its equivalence to a serial history composed of the same method executions and

parent-child relations. View equivalence is the basis for equivalence speciflc to their

model. Thus the method executions must have the same views in both the gen-

erated history and a serial history for the histories to be equivalent and therefore,

correct.

A graph is constructed based on the partial ordering that, if acyclic, is equiv-

alent to some serial ordering. The vertices of the graph are the method executions

that appear in the corresponding history. An edge is added between two vertices

if an ordering exists between the operations, at the method executions' common

ancestor, that (possibly indirectly) invoked the methods. An edge is also added if

the two methods have descendants which have local steps that conflict.2 In both

cases) the direction of the edge corresponds to the ordering of the operations. The

model guarantees that if this graph is acyclic, the history from which it was derived

is (view) serializable.

One important feature of object bases is their ability to have different con-

currency control algorithms for each object and have another distinct algorithm

ensure their compatibility. Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos' model does not capture this

but it modeis the entire computation of the object base. Therefore, the model is

extended to give a more suitable cor-rectness criterion through the reorganization of

lThat is, a forest results with the roots being the transactions submitted by the users.

zNote that in this modeì the set of descendants of a method execution includes itself.
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the graph [tf]. The graph derived from the overall history is split into two graphs

for each object, one for local operations and the other for the message steps which

relate an object with others. If ali graphs representing every history are acyclic

then the overall history, and hence the global ordering, is serializable. The feature

of allowing different concurrency control algorithms for each object is attained by

having an algorithm at each object to enforce the acyclicity of the graph for each

object's Ìocal steps and an algorithm to enforce the acyclicity of the graphs relating

the method executions of different objects. This will ensure that the synchroniza-

tions at the different objects are correct. Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos point out that

this separation has not been realized for their model.

Another, open nested, transaction model for objects has been introduced

by Rakow et aI. 1251. The model defines a set of objects that contain acti,ons

(also known as methods). The concept of commutativity introduced by Weihl and

Lisl<ov [30] is used to maintain an ordering of the actions of an object. Actions

execute atomically and may invoke atomic actions on other objects. Transactions

submitted by users are top-level transactions that are actions on a special system

object. The set of actions that invol<e actions on a given object is the set of trans-

actions on that object. Once again, orderings must be made compatible between

objects. If there is an ordering oftwo actions on an object, then any actions invoked

by them must reflect that ordering. In addition, the ordering of invol<ed actions

must be reflected in the ordering of the invoking actions.3

This model defines a scheduie at each object. Correctness is shown by en-

suring that each schedule is (conflict) equivalent to a serial schedule (at the action

Ievel) and all inter-object relations ar-e conflict serializable. This is done by creating

3This must be done explicitly due to the open nesting; with closed nesting this second ordering

is guaranteed.
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three types of dependencies: transaction, action, and added dependencies. These

dependencies are applied at each object. Two transactions on an object have a

dependency if their actions conflict or they have sub-transactions that have a de-

pendency. A sub-transaction is an action that a transaction has invoked which

is itself a transaction on another object. Two actions have a dependency if they

have a semantically defined ordering at their object or they are transactions on an-

other object with a defined transaction dependency for them. This requires that an

object shares its transaction dependency relations with the objects that access it.

One final dependency handles the case when two actions on different objects invol<e

actions on the same object. If the accessed object creates a transaction dependency

between the two actions, an added dependency relation for the two actions is given

to each of the invoking objects.

Rakow et al. state that if each object schedule is equivalent to a serial sched-

ule by having the same transaction dependency relations and acyclic action and

added dependency relations, global correctness is maintained and the schedules are

serializable. This model is different from the model introduced in this thesis in that

it uses open nesting. Open nesting is more general than closed nesting but we wish

to ensure that transactions submitted by users are completely atomic.

A protocol based on loching is intloduced by Muth et al. [22] to implement

this open nested model. Loclis are obtained for the actions of the objects and

blocliing is enforced using the commutativity relation for the actions of an object.

To enforce correctness between objects reta'ined locks are defined. These locks are

held after a sub-transaction commits and are released when its top-level transaction

terminates. This ensures that sub-transactions of other top-level transactions that

conflict with the retained loch cannot involce the action and cause an inconsistent

ordering of the top-level transactions. The use of open nesting in the transaction
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model requires the introduction of retained locks.

In addition to these two models, the multilevel transaction model is used by

Cart, et al. l7l for the purpose of handling complex objects. The concept of complex

objects is an extension of the object-oriented model. It enables more complex data

abstractions by constructing objects from other objects. An object can have as a

part of its structure and behaviour- the structure and behaviour of other objects.

This means that parts of an object can be other objects, accessible as if their

components were part of the structure and behaviour of the object.

These complex objects form a data abstraction which makes nesting through

data abstraction an obvious choice for transaction management in these systems.

The model and protocols introduced by Weikum [31] can be used in order to en-

able complex objects. This model is, however, restrictive as a means of general

transaction management in object-based systems.a Thus, the observations made

by Cart et al. [7] in the use of multilevel transactions for complex objects are useful

in defining the requirements of transaction models handling complex objects. This

thesis does not consider complex objects in the design of the transaction model and

concurrency control algorithms.

2.3.3 Concurrency Control Algorithms

Agrawal and El Abbadi [1] define a concurrency control algorithm based on the

model introduced by Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos [13]. This is a locliing algorithm

that uses ordered shari,ng to relate loclçs. Ordered sharing proceeds as follows. Op-

erations never wait, after executing they obtain either a shared or ordered shared

loclç relative to each operation that is cur-rently executing. If the completed opera-

aThese restrictions were identified for nested transaction models in general in Section 2.2.2.
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tion commutes with a given active operation, the two operations do not conflict and

tìre completed operation obtains a shared lock with respect to the active operation.

If this is not true, the completed operation conflicts with the active operation and

obtains an ordered shared locl< with respect to the active operation. This implies

that the ordering of these operations is important and all other conflicting oper-

ations between their involçing transactions must have the same execution order.

With respect to object bases, the notion of commuting operations follows from

Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos' modei discussed above where local and message steps

are said to commute or conflict based on their semantic definitions.

This algorithm provides for the nesting of methods and uses a strict two-phase

locking protocol based on ordered sharing. The execution of a transaction must ad-

here to the following rules in order to be considered correct. A loclc is associated

with each operation of the transaction and has shared or ordered shared relations

with all other operations based on the description given above. The transaction

holds all locks until it terminates, thus enforcing strict two-phase loching. The

transaction cannot terminate until all of its children have terminated. The transac-

tion must adhere to the ordered comm'itment rule, which states that the transaction

is waiting for another transaction if it has obtained an ordered shared loclç with re-

spect to a loclç held by the other transaction and both transactions have a common

parent. Recall from the model defined by Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos that there is a

special object from which all transactions are invoked, thus causing all transactions

within the object base to have a common parent. This implies that the transaction

cannot commit until all transactions it is waiting for have terminated. Finally, the

Iock ,inheri,tance rule mrst, be adhered to by the transaction. This rule states that

when a transaction commits, all of its locks are inherited by its parent. This implies

that a transaction's locl<s and the locks of all of its descendants are inherited by
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the transaction's parent. When the system object inherits the locks, implying that

the top-level transaction for a given transaction family has committed, it discards

the locks.

Another algorithm based on the Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos model has been

introduced by Resende and El Abbadi [26]. It employs an optimistic certifier that

constructs a serialization graph for each method execution that is invoked. The

graph initially has no vertices and is constructed as follows. Recall the serializa-

tion graph introduced by Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos [tS] that contains vertices for

method executions. This algorithm constructs a graph by adding a vertex for each

method invoked by a method execution.

Edges are added between nodes of a graph when a method execution com-

pletes. An edge is added from any other method that has terminated to this

method if there is an ordering defined between the operations that initiated the

two methods. An edge is also added from any method that has terminated to this

method if they or their descendants have a conflict relation between local steps at

an object. These constructions correspond to the two means of adding edges to the

serialization graph of the Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos model discussed above.

Following the inclusion of the edges the algorithm tests the graph for cycles. If

a cycie exists, the top-level transaction of the method execution's transaction family

is aborted. Otherwise, the transaction and its method executions continue. The

homogeneity of having user's transactions execute as methods of a system object

results in a graph with the vertices being the user's transactions. Therefore, the

algorithm is correct with respect to the Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos model since all

graphs ale acyclic and the combination of the graphs of all the method executions

will result in the serialization graph.
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Chapter S

Transactíons and Seríalizability

Recall that a transaction is a unit of worlç performed on some system. A transaction

manager maintains correct, possibly concurrent, executions of these transactions.

Transactions are most often interleaved so they appear atomic during concurrent

execution 15,241. Extending this to object-based systems requires substantial effort,

but before achieving advances in this new environment a well-defined model of

correctness is needed.

Objects have both behaviour and attributes. Behaviour is implemented with

procedures called methods. Access to attributes is only by calls to methods. Our

model captures the logicai separation of the execution of method operations within

objects from the execution of transaction methods submitted by users. The model

defines what a correct execution sequence of user transactions with respect to each

other is and what constitutes a correct execution of method operations within the

objects themselves. Therefore, user submitted transactions must be synchronized

with respect to each other at both the user transacti.on level and at the level of the

object transo,ct'ions executing on their behalf. This chapter presents. the definition
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of histories for both levels as well as the notion of serializability for object bases.

This chapter introduces a ne\M transaction model and correctness criterion for

object-based systems. The model uses conflicts at the operation level of objects

to define correct executions within each object, which allows the use of existing

algorithms that ensure conflict serializability within the objects. The model links

to existing technology by using similar concurrency control concepts thereby making

the transition from traditional techniques to those introduced in this chapter easier.

The use of conflicts between operations and a logical nested structure for defining

the interrelations between objects mahes this model immediately applicable when

defining concurrency control algorithms that maximize the potential concurrency

within objects.

The balance of this chapter is presented as follows. Section 3.1 presents the

definition of transactions in this model. Using the model defined in Section 3.1

we discuss the concept of histories in object bases in Section 3.2. The definition

of histories allows for the discussion of the the serialization of such histories in

Section 3.3. Section 3.4 uses the notion of serializable histories to present a serial-

izability theorem suitable for this model.

3.1- Tbansactions and The Object Model

This section defines transactions and objects in an object-based system. It begins

by giving a simple definition of an object for the purposes of this thesis. Following

this a set of detailed definitions of the transactions that exist in the model is

presented.

We employ a simple view of objects by restricting the object definition to

the aspects necessary for transaction management. This permits us to concentrate
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on the important issues and ignore the irrelevant details that would unnecessarily

complicate the design (eg. inheritance hierarchies). Object models and related

issues are discussed in Kim [19] and Bertino and Martino [6].

An object-based system contains a set of objects that are uniquely identifiable

and contain structural and behavioural components. The structural component is

a set of uniquely identifiable data items or attributes defined by the structure.

They are uniquely identifiable within the context of their containing object. The

behavioural component is a set of procedures, usually called methods, that are the

only means of accessing the structural components. We define an object as follows.

Definition 3.1.1 An object o: (", S, M) where:

1. e is the unique identifier of o,

2. ,9 is the object's structure; composed of identifiable attributes such that

Va¿,a¡ € S,'i + j + a¿ f a¡, and

3. M is the object's behaviour; composed of identifiable methods such that

Ym¿,m¡eM,itj+m¿*m¡. I

This definition provides the distinction between the passive data and the active

behaviour of objects inherent in object-based systems. Point (1) allows unique

identifi.cation of each object in the environment, and we adapt the following ad-

ditional notation: o" identifies object e and the structure and behaviour for e by

,9" and M', respectively. Point (2) represents the attributes of objects. Point (3)

captures the behavioural or active aspects but makes no distinction between a

method's identification and its name. A fully implemented system would require

method identification using both its name and parameter set, if polymorphism is
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to be permitted, but these issues are orthogonal and unnecessarily complicate the

modeÌ.

Transactions are the fundamental unit of computation in databases and we

carry this philosophy forward to this new environment by defining them in ob-

ject bases. Before describing the approach a feasible alternative is considered. A

transaction model could be envisioned that has a single level where a user writes

a transaction that involces a method on an object and returns immediately. Sub-

sequent method invocations execute serially and no invoked method would be able

to call other methods. Unfortunaiely this execution paradigm would be extremely

limiting both in terms of the amount of concurrency and the granularity of access,

that is, the locking level. Although such an approach is valid, the object model is

significantly more powerful and expressive so its nested structure should be fully

exploited. Therefore we adapt the concepts from nested transactions to form the

definition of object transactions. The approach is to carefully define nested trans-

actions and then to apply these to objects. This chapter does not provide complete

models for nested transactions but introduces relevant concepts as appropriate.

3.1.1- Nested Transactions

Relevant aspects of nested transactions are briefly introduced here. We assume an

understanding of concepts such as descendants, parents, and transaction families

rooted by a top-levei transaction. Nested transactions motivate the subsequent

discussion of transactions in object bases. The nomenclature defined earlier for

operations and transaction termination for flat transactions is carried through.

Nested transactions are inclusive in that they contain their descendants in

addition to the invoking transaction. A top-level transaction is a nested transac-
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tion that has no ancestors and we call it and its descendants a transaction family.

Transaction families must appear atomic to other transaction families. We adopt a

uniform view of transactions whereby every transaction within a family, from the

top-level transaction to the leaf transactions, are themselves nested transactions.

The differences being that leaftransactions have no descendants and top-level trans-

actions have no parents.

Recall the definition of flat transactions from Chapler 2. The definition of

nested transactions requires some additional nomenclature. A nested transaction

r¿ has a set of descendant transactions fr : {ta,...,t¿,}, of which y¿ Ç T¿ are

direct descendants or chi,ldren of r¿ directly invoked by ,n.An additional operation

introduced for the purposes of nesting is the pre-comm'it (pr). Thus, operation

k of nested transaction i is O¿n € {r,w,pc}. The pre-commit is siniilar to the

prepare-to-commit found in two-phase commitment; a transaction enters a pre-

commit state before termination and remains there untiÌ told to terminate by a

coordinator (in this case the top-level transaction).1 By extending the notations

for flat transactions, the operation set for r¿is OS¡: {Ur O¿t}U4. The extension

means that OS¿ may contain reads, writes, pre-commits, and child transactions.

Nested transactions also require ihe definition of a boolean function depends. It

takes two operations as inputs and returns "true" if there is a dependence relation

due to the internal semantics of the nested transaction. The justification for the

use of this function follows the definition of a nested transaction.

Definition 3.L.2 A nested transaction is a partial order r¿: (Çl¿, (¿), where

1. f)¿ - os, u{¡/,},
lAlthough it is possible to accomplish everything provided by the pre-commit by using it

implicitly outside of the formal model, it is extremely useful and will be required in the study of

reliabiÌity in a distributed environment.
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2. (a) for any two O¿o,O¿, e OS¿, if. O¿p :
Ooo 1o O¿q or O¿q 1¿ O¿r,

(b) foL any two O¿o,O¿n € OS¿, iÎ O¿o :
pend,s(O¿o,O¿),lhen O¿o 1o O¡p or O¿o

if O¿, : pc, O¿p is unique and VO¿o e O S¿, p # q, Onn 1n O¿o, and

4. VO¿, € OS¿, O¿,p 1¿ N¿.

Point (1) is obvious. Point (2) addresses the ordering relation of a nested transac-

tion. Point (2a) states that conflicting read and write operations of this transaction

must be ordered in some way. Point (2b) and the depends function are important

and powerful constructs. Nested transactions that can invoke other nested trans-

actions introduce several new semantic issues. We argue about the rationale of

point (2b) with an example. If a nested transaction is defined without considering

the internal semantics of the transaction, such as their parameters and return val-

ues, a total ordering of the invocations must be defined. This is because without

knowledge of the semantics there is no way of defining the internal structure of

the nested transaction and one must assume a serial ordering as defined through

its implementation. For example, a nested transaction with only invocation oper-

ations T¿ : O¿1,O¿z,O¿2,,...,Oin would have an assumed totally ordered execution

sequence of O¿1 1 O¿z 1 O¿s

possible concurrency inherent in the sub-transactions of the nested transactions.

Further, the power of the nested transaction model is in the potential to parallelize

the sub-transactions executing on behalf of a parent. Thus, Point (2b) allows for

the interpretation of the semantics of the nested transaction to produce a partial

rather than total ordering of the operations.

r(r) and ç;ø : w(r), for any ø,

t¡¡ and depends(O;p,04) or

1¿ O¿q, respectively,

de-

T
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Several problems immediately present themselves but we will limit the dis-

cussion to two. (1) How is serialization to be accomplished and what is a suitable

correctness criterion? (2) What techniques must be developed to determine which

sub-transactions can execute concurrently and which must be delayed until others

have completed? The first probiem is extremely complex and proposals for a subset

of this general model appear in the literature (see for example Beeri et aL lal. The

second problem is also extremely interesting and there has been some work in the

area of dependency analysis aimed at parallelizing programs. For the purpose of

this thesis, we assume that the depends relationship of Point (2b) has been defined

ó przori, and any scheduler must be able to incorporate this information.2

Point (3) states that there is only one pre-commit per nested transaction and

that all other operations of the nested transaction must occur before it. Point (4)

ensures that all operations of a nested transaction occur before the transaction's

termination.

This general definition for nestecl transactions does not address issues related

to open versus closed executions of nested sub-transactions. Most of the literature

describing open and closed execution models focus on determining the best tech-

nique to achieve a certain type of correctness based on some criterion. Whether

or not a particular execution achieves this correctness criterion can be determined

by inspecting its corresponding liistory. Alihough it is possible to explicitly define

the transactions themselves as exliibiting open or closed characteristics it would be

unduly lestrictive. Therefore, orthogonal issues of open versus closed are deferred

until the discussion of an execution model.

2Some early work proved very interesting but is beyond the scope of this thesis. Preliminary

results are available in Graham et al.1721.
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3.L.2 Transactions and Objects

Recall that object methods can involçe other methods so a nesting structure is

useful to reason about method invocations. We âssume that each "nested method

call" is a nested transaction and apply the techniques described above. Users of

an object base submit transactions that invohe a set of methods. A transaction

submitted by a user must be atomic so the underlying system must ensure that the

nesting of methods resulting from it is also atomic. This can be achieved through

the adaptation of Defi.nition 3.1.2 to objeci transactions.

From the user's view there is a set of objects which have methods that are

invoked by transactions. Subsequent object transaction invocations are hidden

from the user. Therefore, we have a level of abstraction between the object base

and the user, in that the user need not be aware of. what the object-based system

does to perform requested actions as long as it guarantees a correct execution.

This implies a two level architecture using two types of transactions, one for the

user view and another for the system view. User transactions are composed of the

invocation of methods on objects. The abstraction creates a flat view for users

with the fundamental operations being the methods. Object transactions are a

lower level of abstraction and are defined for- the system view. These are essentially

nested transactions on objects. The pragmatic reasons for the dichotomy are best

explained by a formal model that makes allowances for both levels.

Object Transactions

We fi.rst define transactions for the system's view, called object transacti,ons, which

are the methods invoÌ<ed on objects. The adaptation of nested transactions to object

transactions requires the foliowing additional nomenclature. The system contains a
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set of objects O : {ot, ...,o*}.zu unambiguously denotes that dataitem r belongs

Io o'. OT¿" is object transaction i on object e. Recall from nested transactions that

T¿ : {t¿r,. . . ,t¿n} for nested transaction z. This is extended for object transactions

such that tr, e T¿ denotes a clescendanl of OTf where the descendant transaction

7 executes on of . We also note that all read and write operations of an object

transaction are on data items of the object where the transaction is executing. The

definition of an object transaction is as follows:

Definition 3.1.3 An object transaction is a partial order OT;: (A:,<i), where

1. f¿; : OS¿U{¡/,}'

2. (a) for any two O¿o,Ooo € OS¿, if O¿e: r(r") and O¿n: w(ru), for any ru,

O¿, <i O¿q or O¿q 1l O¿o,

(b) for any two O¿o,O¿o € OS¿, if O¿,p : tr¡ and, d"epend,s(O4,O;q) or d"e-

pends(O¿n,O¿o), then O¿n <i O¿o or O¿o <i O¿n, r€sp€ctively,

3. if Oie : pc,, O¿p is unique andVO¿n € OS¿, p # q, O¿n <i O¿p, artd

4. VOie e OS¿, Ooo <i Nn. I

The difference between nested and object transactions is that a nested transaction

can access all of the data items of a database while an object transaction can only

access the subset of data items at a particular object. The additions made to the

definition reflect this by making the affected objects and corresponding data items

identifiable.
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lJser tansactions

The user's view requires the definition of a special transaction called the user trans-

acti,on. This is what the user of an object base would write and is based on how

the user views the object base. A user transaction invokes object transactions and

can be viewed as the top-level transaction of nested object transaction families.

This definition uses the nomenclature of nested and object transactions, as given

above. The following additions, particular to user transactions, are made to the

nomenclature. UT¿ identifies user transaction 'i. O¿p : ú;9 denotes operation p of. a

UT¿, which invokes object transaction j on o". Note that since there are no read,

write, or pre-commit operations for user transactions, we lcnow that all O¿, are

transactions. The set of operations for user transaction i, is OS¿: U*O¿t". The

definition of a user transaction is as follows:

Definition 3.L.4 A user transaction is a partial order UT¿ - (Ð¿, i¿), where

1. X¿ - OS, U{N,},

2. lor any two O¿r,O¿n € OS¿, if depends(Oo,Ooò or depends(O¿q,O¿o), then

Oon 1o O¿o or Ono 4n O¿n, r€spectively,

3. VO¿o € OS¿, gÞ: ti, N¡ - Ä/¿, and

4. VO¿, € OS¿, O¿p <,¿ N¿.

Point (i) is obvious. Point (2) defines the ordering relation of a user transaction.

It states that two operations of a user transaction that have a dependency must

be ordered in the user transaction's ordering reiation, as was previously explained

for nested transactions. Point (3) ensures that all object transactions invoked by

a user transaction come to the same termination decision as the user transaction.
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Point (4) states that all operations of the user transaction must occur before the

user transaction's termination.

3.2 Histories

Execution histories must be defined to discuss a correctness criterion for transac-

tions on objects. The execution of object transactions on objects is described with

an object history. These give the sequence of operations executed at a particular

object, be they reads and writes on local data or the invocation of another method.

OH'identifies the object hi,story for object e. The definition of an object history

is as follows:

Definition 3.2.L An object history is apartial order OHU: (Q",<"), where

1. Ou : U¡ f)rq, where f)j is the domain of OTf ,

2. <") U¡ <5 where (rq is the ordering relation of OTf , and

3. for any two conflicting operations p,qe f)", either p 1" qor q1e p. I

Point (1) states that the set of operations of an object history is composed of all of

the operations of the object transactions that have been executed on that object.

Point (2) defines the ordering relation of an object history to contain the orderings

of the object transactions that executed on the object. Point (3) states that the

ordering i-eiation of an object history wiil aiso contain an ordering for any two

operations that conflict.

The interaction of objects through method invocations raises the need for a

global history. This history records the invocation of all methods in the object
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base, both from user and object transactions, along with the local operations of the

object transactions. Defining such a global history requires the notion of a history

with respect to user transactions. From this a global history can be defined as the

combination of the object histories and the history of the user transactions. First,

we clefine a user transaction hi.story (UT H) as follows:

Definition 3.2.2 Ausertransactionhistoryisapartialorder tlTH : (Durn,;.urn),

where

7. Ðurn : U¿ I¿, where Ð¿ is the domain of. UT¿, and

2. luyH) U¿ :-¿, where {¿ is the ordering relation of UT¿.

Point (1) states that the operations of all of the user transactions in the system

malçe up the set of operations in the user transaction history. Point (2) defines the

ordering relation of the user transaction history to contain the orderings of the user

transactions.

Definitions 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 provide histories for the two types of transactions

in an object-based system. These histories can be combined into a global history to

assess correctness. The user transaction history by itself is not sufficient because it

does not capture the ordering of object transactions present in the object histories.

The user transaction history is necessary because the global history can be consid-

ered correct if it is correct with respect to the user transactions. Correctness is then

determinable by examining the execution orderings detailed in the object histories.

Thus, the union of the object histories along with the execution sequetrce provided

by the user transaction history yields the information required for serialization (see

Section 3.3).

I
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As every objeci transaction operation descends from some operation of a user

transaction, the orderings of object transaction operations must be reflected in

the ordering of user transaction operations. Thus, a global object history (GOH)

is defined to contain all of the operations in the object base, enabling the object

history orderings to be reflected in the or-dering of user transaction operations.

Definition 3.2.3 A global object history is a partial order GOH : (Ðcon,lcon),

where

7. Dcon : Ðurn U{U" 0"}, and

2. l.6srr)1urn U{U" <"}, and

3. if 
=Oie,Ofn 

€ Dcon, such that Olr 4co, Ofn and Oio,Oin descend from

O¿¡,, O¡t € Ðuru, respectively, then O¿¡" 1ç6p O¡1. I

Point (1) states that the set of operations of the global object history is composed

of all of the operations of the user transaction history and the object histories.

Point (2) defines the ordering relation of the global object history to contain the

orderings of both the user transaction history and the object histories. Note that

all possible orderings between conflicting operations are captured in the definitions

for object histories and user transaction histories. Therefore, orderings regarding

conflicting operations need not be defined within the global object history. Point (3)

states that if there is an ordering between two object transaction operations, the

user transaction operations that (indirectly) invoked them are identically ordered.3

tweenusertransactionsandobjecttransactionsbutthis

can be extended to object transactions not directly invoked by a user transaction.
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3.3 Serialization

Ultimately concurrency control algolithms are required but it is first necessary to

define precisely what constitutes a correct execution. To do this, it is first necessa y

to define selial histories. A history that permits some amount of operation (or

transaction) interleaving is considered correct if it is equivalent to a serial history,

and is th:us seri,alizable.

For the purposes of this model, a serial history must be defined with respect

to each of the histories defined above. This allows the most flexibility in designing

concurrency control algorithms and faciÌitates a "bottom-up" approach when using

the model. From these definitions we gain all of the information required to show

correctness. The definition of an object-serial history is as follows:

Definition 3.3.1 An object history OH" is object-serial (O-serial) ifr,VOie,O jn €

Q", if Qtu < O¡o,IhenVO¿n,O¡L e Q, O¿* 1" O j,. f

This definition states that if there is an ordering between the operations of two ob-

ject transactions, then all of the operations of one object transaction must precede

any operation of another. This ensures that the object transactions will execute

serially in that all of the operations of one will occur before all the operations of

another at a specific object.

The definition of equivalence is as follows:

Definition 3.3.2 Two object histories at an objecl are equi,uaLent ifr they are over

the same set of object transactions and they order conflicting operations in the

same way. t

Seriaiizable object histories are now defined as follows:
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Definition 3.3.3 An object history is object-seri,alizable (O-serializable) iff it is

equivalent to some O-serial object history. f

This means we can reason about the "internal" correctness of each object in the

object base individually. The inter-object correctness, howevet, remains undefined.

Inter-object correctness is attained when the orderings within each object are com-

patible with one another, with respect to the user transactions. The orderings

within each object are abstracted into orderings of object transactions, so that

these orderings may be used to identify the correctness of the orderings of the user

transactions.

The global object history contains the orderings contained in both the object

and the user transaction histories. The definition of a correctness criterion for the

global object history results in inter-object correctness through the serializability

of the user transactions.

Giobal object histories are defined to be serial with the following definition.

Definition 3.3.4 A global object history is serial iff,

1. VOH", ": {I,. . .,n}, OH' is O-serializable, and

2. VO¿o,O¡, € Ðurn, if. O¿o 16¡9 O¡q,

then VO¿, O¡ €Ðu7g, O¿ 16sH O¡.

This definition states that a global object history is serial if and only if all of the

object histories are O-serializable and when there is an ordering of two operations

from different user transactions, then all of the operations from the two user trans-

actions must have the same ordering. This yields serial user transactions but also
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gives the flexibility of only requiring serializability within each object, thereby at-

taining greater concurrency while maintaining serial execution at the desired level.

It is necessary to define the equivalence of two global object histories in order

to define their serializability. The definitions for equivalence and serializabiìity with

respect to global objeci histories as follows:

Definition 3.3.5 Two global object histories are equ'iualent iff. they are over the

same set of transactions and they order conflicting operations in the same way.

I

Definition 3.3.6 A global object history is seri,ali,zable ifr it is equivalent to a

serial global object history. I

These definitions yield a correctness criterion upon which concurrency control

algorithms can be judged. For the users of an object base to have a consistent view

of the data they are accessing, the execution of the user transactions must be

serializable. The definition of a serializable global object history enables this by

ensuring an equivalent to serial execution ordering of the user transactions. This

provides correct concurrent execution within the object base and the users will not

see inconsistent data.

3.4 The Serializability Theorern

The global object history provides a means of linking user transactions to the object

transactions they invoke. In practice, however, an implementation would probably

not create a global object history. The history is a theoretical tool that demon-

strates how the object and user transactions should relate by providing a means of
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proving concurrency control algorithms correct. This requires gathering all needed

information into one history and transforming it into an equivalent seri,ali,zati,on

graph that can be tested for acyclicity (see Bernstein et al. l5l). Tliis section pro-

vides such a graph and theorem for the model.

The definition of a global object graph is as follows:

Definition 3.4.1 A global object graph (GOG) is a directed graph of a global

object history (GOH): GOG(GOH) : (T, V,u,tþ) such that,

1. T is a set of labeled vertices representing the user transactions,

2. ü is a set of labeled vertices representing the object transactions,

3. u is a set of arcs, each connecting two vertices in T. Given two user trans-

actions UT¿,UT¡ € T, an u-arc is added fo GOG(GOH) (UTt --- UT¡) ff.

an operation of U[ precedes ân operation of UT¡ in the ordering relation of

GOH, and

4. rþ is a set of arcs, each connecting two vertices in \[r. Ã þ-arc is added to

GOG(GOH) when given two object transactions on the same object (OTf

and OTf) an operation of OTf precedes an operation of OTf in the ordering

reiation of GOH. The tþ-arc is added from the vertex f.or OTf to the vertex

ror oTf (ie. orf --- oT;). I

To illustrate the construction of a GOG, consider the following subset of an object

history composed of three object transactions:

O Hu : r 1(r")u2(r')* t(a")r r(a") .
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Figure 3.1 depicts the pertinent sub-graph of this object history constructed ac-

cording to the rules in Definition 3.4.7. Note that there is an edge between O?r"

and OTf due to the read-write conflict on r' and an edge between OTf and OTf

due to the read-write conflict, on y".

Before we prove the utility and correctness of the GOG in defining precisely

when a global object history is serializable, it is useful to provide some insight

into why such a complex tool is required. This is accompiished by first showing

why seriaiization of object transactions, by assuming the acyclicity of iy'-arcs, is

insufficient for user transactions. Secondly, w€ argue that the acyclicity of o-arcs

is not sufficient by assuming they are and then indicate possible erroneous states.

These examples will also provide intuition and motivation for the serializabllity

theorem that follows.

Pigure 3.2 demonstrates the need for a global characterization of the relation-

ships between the orderings at different objects. This figure shows arcs between

object transactions within their respective objects. Assume ihat OTf and, OT{

are operations O¿o and O¿n of. UT¿,, respectively, and OTf and, OT{ are likewise
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operations O¡, and. O¡" of (JT¡, since OTf is serialized before OTf al o" and OT{

is serialized before OT{ at o/ (as shown in Figure 3.2), no cycles occur in the r/-

arcs and O-serializability is maintained at each object. However, when considering

these object transactions as operations of the two user transactions, the order-

ings of O¡, lurn O¿p and Orn 4ury O¡" arise, implying a cycle between UT¿ and

I/7r. Thus, serializing solely at the object level is insufficient to ensure inter-object

correctness.

Alternatively, only user transactions could be considered. Using the same two

user transactions defined above, consider the correctness ramifications if there is

only serialization of user transactions. If.UT¿ were serialized before UT¡ (as shown

in Figure 3.3), then their respective object transactions should execute in the same

ordering at each of the two objects. Consider ou with the following possible object

transactions at:

OTf : r{r')w{r')p"rrr,

Figure 3.2: Example GOG with two objects and no T vertices.

and

OTf : r2(r")w2(r")p"r"r.
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Since there is no serialization performed at the objects, a possible object history is:

Figure 3.3: Example GOG with only T vertices.

O H " : r {r" ) r 2(r') w {r' ) p c1 c1w 2(r" )p c2c2.

This hisiory is obviously not conflict serializable and causes the update made by

OTf Io be iost. Therefore, although the user transactions are serialized, non-

serializable executions are still allowed at the objects thereby causing the object

base to enter an inconsistent state.

Finally, we argue that there exists a need forTy'-arcs even if u-arcs are acyclic.

Although correct executions could be achieved by only serializing the user trans-

actions, if that serialization were enforced at the object level, another anomaly is

possible if the invocation of the two object transactions OTf and OTf is from a

single user transaction. Obviously, there are no u-arcs because there is only one

T-node, but it is impossible to guarantee the user transaction's operations within

a particular object do not conflict without the ry'-arcs. Therefore, all user transac-

tions would be correctly serialized with respect to each other so there are no cycles

in the graph using u-arcs, but it would not be possible to guarantee that two object

transactions from the same user transaction wouÌd correctly be serialized at a par-

ticular object. These examples show the need to serialize both levels of transactions

to ensure the global correctness of the object base. We have now illustrated why

the global object graph of Definition 3.4.1 is necessary but it is stiil necessary to

demonstrate its sufficiency.
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Observe that the global object graph will actually be a set of disjoint sub-

graphs corresponding to each of the object histories and the user transaction history.

Note also that the global object graph will only be acyclic if all of the sub-graphs

are acyclic. This graph leads to the following theorem.

Theorem 3.4.L A global object history is serializable iff iis global object graph is

acyclic.a

Proof (if) Suppose that the global object graph is acyclic. Let the global object

history be over Ðcon : {OT7,. . . ,OTn,UTt,. . . ,UT,*). þ-arcs connect ver-

tices of object transactions that are at the same object and u-arcs connect

vertices of user transactions. Since ihe GOG can be considered as a set of

disjoint sub-graphs representing the individual objects and the set of user

transactions, it is possible to consider each of the sub-graphs in isolation of

the others when discussing their acyclicity (more formally, if at a given ver-

tex in the GOG, it is impossibie to traverse the edges of the graph in such

a v/ay that the traversal would encounter both r/ and u-arcs and further-

more, if the traversal encounters a þ-arc, the traversal will only encounter

theTy'-arcs for one object). Therefore, without loss of generality assume the

set of transactions only involve committed transactions and define the set

asD66¡¡: {Tt,...,7.}.Since all sub-graphs are disjoint, consider any two

transactions T¿,7¡ e Ðcon which will either be two user transactions or two

object transactions on the same object. Since the graph is acyclic, each of the

sub-graphs may be topologically sorted. Let jt,. . . , j* be a permutation of

1, . . . , rn such that T¡r,. . . ,Tj* is the combination of the topological sorts of

the sub-graphs. We must now show that global object history for these trans-

aThe prooftechnique is adapied from Bernstein et aI. [5, page 33].
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actions is equivalent to a serial global object history. Let, p,q be operations

of. T¿,Ç respectively. Suppose they conflict and p lcon Q. By definition,

there is an edge from 4 T,o T¡ in the global object graph. Therefore, in any

topoiogical sort of the sub-graph containing T¿ and T¡, T; must appear before

Ç. This implies that all operations of fr must appear before any operation of

T¡ in a serial global object history containing the two transactions. Therefore,

all conflicting operations will be ordered in the same way in both the global

object history and a serial global object history over the same set of trans-

actions. Therefore the global object history is equivalent to a serial global

object history and is therefore serializable.

(only if) Suppose the global object history is serializable. Then there is a

serial global object history equivalent to it. Consider any two transactions

T¿,Tj € Ðcon which are either two object transactions on the same object

or two user transactions, since when the global object history is serializable,

all of the object histories are O-serializable. Assume an edge from 4 to T¡ in

the global object graph. This implies that the transactions have conflicting

operations such that if the operations are p and q f.or T¿ andT¡, respectively,

then p <con q. Since the global object history is equivalent to a serial giobal

object history, this ordering also appears in the serial global object history.

This implies that all of the operations of T¿ appear before any operation of

Ç in the serial global object history. Suppose that the global object graph

has a cycle. Without loss of generality assume that the graph has a cycle

with edges from fi To 7¡, T2 to Ts, . . ., and T¡, to fi. This means that in the

serial global object history, all the operations of fi appear before 72, all the

operations of 72 appear before 73, and that all operations of 7¡ appear before

fi. This means that all operations T1 appear before Tr. Clearly absurd, so
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the global object graph must by acyclic.

This theorem shows that algorithms conforming to this model will only produce

serializable global object histories if they ensure that the global object graph is

always acyclic. The first part of the theorem shows that if the global object graph

is acyclic then the global object history is equivalent to a serial global object history

that is a topological sort of the graph. This also shows that the global object history

can be equivalent to more than one serial global object history since a graph can

have more than one topological sort. The second part of the theorem shows that if

the global object history is serializable then the global object graph will be acyclic.

This is because the history will be equivalent to a serial history that is a topological

sort of the global object graph.

The use of a variety of node and arc types causes the above theorem to be

more complex than traditional serializability theorems. It was argued earlier that

the complexity is required to ensure proper serialization of transactions. The first

example illustrated that the use of only tþ-arcs resulted in an inconsistent global

view. The second example illustrated how u-arcs alone results in inconsistent object

transaction executions unless severe restr-ictions on object access were included. (It

turns out that the only concurrency achievable will be at the object level [34].) The

final example demonstrated that it is possible for a single user transaction to execute

on a single object non-serializably. Unfortunately this could lead to inconsistent

execution of the atomic user transaction operations. Therefore, Theorem 3.4.1 is

both necessarv and sufficient.

I
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Chapter 4

Concurrency Control

The model presented in Chapter 3 allows for the modular design of concurrency

control algorithms for both user and object transactions. A concurrency control

algorithm can be designed to manage both of these types of transactions indepen-

dently. The model does not enforce autonomy between the control of object and

user transactions, thus allowing for the sharing of information that can be used to

aid the concurrency control mechanisms. This chapter defines separate algorithms

to manage the user and object transactions.

Recall the architectural frameworlç presented in Chapter 1. This architecture

defines the relations between a1l software components of transaction management

in an object-based system. The purpose of this chapter is to define how the Method

Scheduler and Object Schedulers should be developed. Modularity rises from the

use of the Object Schedulers to independently handle the object transactions while

the Method Scheduler ensures the serializability of the user transactions (the g1obal

serializability). The Method Scheduler uses information from the Object Schedulers

to maintain the global correctness of the user transactions. The global object graph
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defined in Chapter 3 allows for the discussion of the correctness of these algorithms

by using the \[ vertices and þ arcs to show the correctness of the Object Schedulers

and the T vertices and u arcs to show the correctness of the Method Scheduler.

The remainder of this chapter proceeds as follows. Section 4.1 expands on

the architecture introduced in Chapter 1 to describe the details of the components

whose algorithms are introduced in this chapter. Examples illustrating the func-

tionality of the algorithms required by the architecture are given in Section 4.2.

Section 4.3 discusses the Object Manager's algorithm for supporting communica-

tion. Section 4.4 presents the Method Scheduler's algorithm. Section 4.5 presents

the underlying concepts and an algorithm for Object Schedulers. The correctness of

the algorithms is discussed in Section 4.6. The chapter concludes with a discussion

of the algorithms in Section 4.7.

4.L A Concurrency Control Architecture

Recall the architectural frameworlc of Chapter 1. This section expands on that

architecture by discussing the specific messages that must be passed between the

components responsible for concurrency control. Figure 4.1 depicts an overview of

the concurrency control architecture for object bases. It shows two components,

an Erecutzon Moni,tor and an Object Processor. The Execution Monitor receives

user transactions from users, pre-processes them, and submits requests for object

transaction execution to the Object Processor. The Object Processor manages the

executions and returns the results to the Execution Monitor. The Object Processor

accesses persistent storage to retrieve object data required for the executions.

Recall that the Execution Monitor is composed of a Transacti,on Manager

and Method Scheduler. The Transaction Manager receives user transactions and
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User Transactions

method calls
commit/abort

Execut

start_OT
commit/abort

begin_OT
read/write
commit/abort
pre_commit

Transaction Manager

User Results

Method Scheduler

Object Manager

method results
aborted

relays operations (requests for method execution) to the Method Scheduler. The

operations are the pair O¿o and m"r, O¿o identifying user transaction z operation p

and n'fi identifying methocl ú of object e. The Transaction Manager will submit a

commit operation to the Method Scheduler following the submission of the methods

of a user transaction. When the Method Scheduler receives either a pre-commit or

aborted message from each of the object transactions submitted (as a pc(O¿o.mi)

or aborted(Oor.-i), respectively) it makes a final commitment decision and relays

the final decision (possibly with r-esults) to the Transaction Manager. The Method
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Scheduler is responsible for scheduling user transaction operations serializably and

passes the submission of an operation to the Object Processor for execution.

The Object Processor contains an Object Manager and one "logical" Object

Scheduler per object. The Object Manager translates a method invocation into

an object transaction suitable for submission to an Object Scheduler and facili-

tates communication between the Method Scheduier and the Object Schedulers.

Therefore, its purpose is to relay messages between the two scheduler levels in a

meaningful way. The Object Manager sends method invocations received from the

Method Scheduler to the appropriate Object Schedulers as operations of object

transactions. This requires the composition of each object transaction by attach-

ing a transaction initiation command (begin-OT) to it and a request to prepare

to commit the transaction at the end (pre-commit). Finally, with the submission

of a user transaction's commit (abort), a commit (abort) operation is sent to each

Object Scheduler accessed by the user transaction. This is accomplished by send-

ing a commmi,t(Ooo.*i) @bort(O¿r.m)) to the Object Schedulers for each object

transaction of a user transaction.

An Object Scheduler executes the data item read and write operations of the

object transactions submitted to it. It must ensure conflict serializability at the

data item level. We demonstrate that traditional mechanisms such as two-phase

loching [5] with suitable modifications are appropriate (see Section 4.5). If we

assume) for the moment, that the object scheduling algorithm is correct, this will

continue until all read and write operations complete or the detection of a conflict.

Information must be relayed from the Object Scheduler to the Method Sched-

uler when any of these three significant events occllr. First, if the pre-commit op-

eration arrives the object transaction has "completed" and must wait for the final

commitment decision from the Transaction Manager. Second, if the scheduler or the
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object transaction itself aborts the object transaction, the Method Scheduler must

be notified. Note that such an abolt implies that the object transaction must relin-

quish any resources held at the time. In each case, a message is sent to the Method

Scheduler indicating the user transaction operation (O¿o.mÐ that pre-committed

or aborted. Thirdly, a nested method invocation may be required. Servicing this

request is accomplished by passing it up to the Method Scheduler where it is bound

to the appropriate user transaction and processed as any other methocl invocation.

A message is sent which relates the method invocation to the user transaction oper-

ation that initiated the object transaction invoking the method. When a conflict is

detected (as above) or one of these cases occur the Object Manager binds the event

to a specific user transaction and relays the information to the Method Scheduier.

Any ordering induced by the Object Scheduler (eg. conflicting operations) must be

relayed to the Method Scheduler where the ordering is translated into an ordering

of user transaction operations. The ordering is sent as a pair of user transaction

operations with the first of the pair ordered before the second.

The Method Scheduler uses these orderings to serialize user transactions.

Since the orderings are between the operations of user transactions they must be

reflected in their ordering per se. A pre-commit indicates that an operation of a

user transaction has completed. The Method Scheduler receives this information so

that it can determine if and when to commit the user transaction. An abort implies

the unsuccessful execution of an operation and results in the Method Scheduler

immediately aborting the entire user transaction. This is extremely pessimistic

but a less restrictive approach is beyond the scope of this thesis. Finally, when a

user transaction completes the Tlansaction Manager is notified and the results (or

failure) of the operations are returned to the user.
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4.2 An Example Object Base

Before presenting the scheduling algorithms, a discussion of some scheduling prob-

lems that will be encountered is useful. A number of examples of the execution of

user transactions are presented for the object base given in Figure 4.2. There are

three objects each containing a set of attributes (,91 for o1) and methods (Ml for

ot). A method is a sequence of read and write operations on the attributes of the

object. Method invocations may also be present in a method, such as the invoca-

tion of m3, of o3 in m!of o1. Each method ends with a pre-commit operation. The

operations of each method are given in the order that they will be submitted for

execution (based on the semantic definition of the method through some high-level

Ianguage or query).

The independent scheduling of methods at each object introduces difrculties

in the scheduling of the user transactions. The following examples demonstrate this

for direct and indirect (via nested method invocation) serialization errors, respec-

tively.

Example 4.2.L Consider the following user transactions submitted to the object

base:

lJTl : m!;m?r; c1

UT2 : ml;ml; c2.

A possible user transaction history produced by their execution is:

UT H : O ¡.m!; O n.ml; O zz.m?; O n.m?; czi ct.
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oL: 51 :

ML:

a7 rbl, cI

m\ : r (al)r (ct)w (bt)p cl

m): r(br)w(o')prl

m!: r(ar)m3rw(ct)pc!

12 rU2
)n)O- : ,)- :

¡,12 : rn?: r(r2)w(y2)pcl

o3: ,93: e3rf3rg3

M3 : m3r: r(g3)w(rt)pr1

ml: r(f3)w(gt)p"3

m3, : r (e3)w ( Ít)* (gt)p 13

ml : mlw(nz)pcl

Since the methods conflict and assuming that the Object Schedulers serialize the

methods in the order shown above, On 4 Ozr and Ozz I Op and the user trans-

actions have been incorrectly scheduled. I

This example illustrates the problem with optimistically submitting the oper-

ations of a user transaction for execution. The independence of the objects implies

that incompatible orderings can result. There are two possible means of correcting

this error. The error could l¡e detected after the user transactions have completed,

causing the abortion of one of the user transactions so that the history remains

serializable. Alternatively, invocations of a user transaction can be bloclied so that

t.)

Figure 4.2: An Object Base



incompatible orderings cannot be produced. A combination of these techniques is

empÌoyed by the Method Scheduler introduced in Section 4.4. This example illus-

trates the problem with respect to direct method invocations but a more subtle

scheduling difficulty can arise, as shown in the following example.

Example 4.2.2 Consider the following user transactions submitted to the object

base:

UT1 : m!; ml; c,

UT2: *3;r,

3
U ts : mál cs.

A user transaction history produced by their execution is:

UTH

The orderings induced by the Object Schedulers implies Lhat Oy.ml < Oy.rn|,

O21.n'r.?, l Op.m!, and O31.rn3 < On.m!. This results in an incorrect scheduling of

the three user transactions. I

This example introduces the complexities involved in the concurrency control

of nested transactions. A seriaiization error occllrs even though neither UT1 nor

UT2 dftecf,ly invohe methods that conflict with the method involçed by t/Ts. This

implies that all nesting must be considered in the scheduling decisions made with

respect to user transactions. This example also introduces the association of nested

invocations with a user transaction. The discussion of nesting requires that the

invocations be related to the user transaction that is the top-level transaction.
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Each nested invocation is linlçed to the operation of the user transaction that is at

the root of the call tree (as done with the invocation of ml by ^! by having both

methods associated with O1i).

Another difficulty that must be handled by the algorithm is the commitment

of a user transaction. The scheduling of a user transaction by independent compo-

nents can result in internal serialization errors, as shown in the following.

Example 4.2.3 Consider the following user transaction submitted to the object

base:

(JT1 : *1;mT;m1; ct.

Assume that the partial order of the user transaction indicates that ml <t mL.

First, if all operations have been submitted and the user transaction issues the

commit operation before all of the methods have returned, the commit cannot be

processed.

Once all methods have returned, the commit can proceed. A user transaction

history for the user transaction's execution is:

UT H : O p.m!r; O ß.m3; O ¡.m!; c1.

This history is incompatible with the partial order of the user transaction. A

serialization error occurred within the user transaction and the commit should not

be allowed to proceed. ¡

The semantic complexity of a user transaction results in the need to analyze

the execution of the transaction so that it does not contradict the semantic meaning

of the transaction. This analysis and the commitment of the user transaction
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must be delayed until all methods have completed. This form of commitment is

analogous to the two-phase commit protocol [5]. The user transaction must wait

for the termination decision of all of its descendants and, based on their decisions,

malçes a termination decision which is relayed to all of the descendants.

All of these problems must be addressed by the concurrency control algorithms

of an object base. There are many subtle serialization errors that can occur due

to the use of nesting and independent schedulers. The algorithms presented in

the next three sections ensure correct serialization by eliminating the problems

discussed above through avoidance and correction mechanisms.

4.3 Communication through the Object Man-

The Object Schedulers must interact with the Method Scheduler so a communica-

tion facility is required to linh method invocations with object transactions. The

Object Manager, as described in Section 4.7, is responsible for submitting the ob-

ject transactions to their corresponding schedulers. Therefore, the Object Manager

must record the information needed to identify the invol<er of an object transaction

and corresponding user transaction.l The Object Manager must also relay infor-

mation from the Object Schedulers to the Method Scheduler. It is assumed that a

reliabie message passing system exists for inter-process communication. This im-

plies that each procedure that implements the sending of information between the

components of the system must employ a handshaking and bloclçing mechanism

to ensure that all messages are received reliably. In addition, a message queuing

ager

lThis is necessary for nested method invocation.
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mechanism, using i,nsert and front operations, exists for adding â message to the

end of a queue and removing a message from the front, respectively. This is a rea-

sonable assumption because protocols for acknowledgment and message timeouts

are well understood [23].

Figure 4.3 gives the communication protocol provided by the Object Manager.

This aÌgorithm uses an euent loop that reacts to message traffic between the Method

and Object Schedulers. Before discussing the details, a few procedures and data

structures are required:

object-msgs : A queue of messages awaiting service at the Object Manager. These

messages can come from the Method Scheduler or any of the Object Sched-

ulers completing or communicating results of active transactions.

call-table : A table storing the invocation information required for each object

transaction currently executing. The rows are object transactions identified

by object identifiers and transaction numbers. There are two columns, the

first identifying the user transaction operation and the second identifying the

method invoked. The following table manipulation routines are required:

insert-row : Adds a nev/ row to the table for an object transaction. Data

required by the table is passed as parameters.

deleterow(id) : Removes the row from the table.

sendtoMS : Sends a particular message to the Method Scheduler by inserting the

message at the back of the message queue for the Method Scheduler and by

employing handshalcing which câuses blocking until an acknowledgment is

received.
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begin
loop;

case front(object-rnsgs) of

! Messages from the Method Scheduler

begin-OT(O¿r,mi):
OT ; <- generate-unique-tran s(^í) ;

insert -row (OT f ,O ¿r,mi) ;

submit OTf to o'
commit(O;p.mi):

VOT;, if call-tablefOTf ,7l.call-tablelOTf ,Z]: O¿o.mi then
submit commit(OTf) to o";

delete-row(OT;)
abort(O¿r.mi):

VOT;, if call-tablefoffl : O¿p.ml then
submit aborl(OTf) to o";

delete-row(OfÐ

! Messages from the Object Schedulers

pre-commit(OTf):
sendtoMs ( p c(call-t ableloT f ,11))

aborted(OÇ):
sendtoMs (aborted ( co ll-tabl elOTf ,71)) ;

delete-row(OT;)
ordering(OTf ,OTf):

sendtoMs (ordering( c all-tablefOT: ,11, call-tablefOf ; ,1)))
invoke(OTf ,m{):

sendtoMs (invoke (cal- IablelOTf ,1),^{ ))
NULL:

;

end case
end loop forever;

end

Figure 4.3: Object Manager's Communication Protocol
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generate-unique-trans : Translates the method invocation passed from the Method

Scheduler to an object transaction that includes a begin-OT, the method in-

vocation and a pre-commit operation. Additionally, an object transaction

identifier specific to the object where the transaction is to execute is cre-

ated. This is accomplished by using the object's identifier and a new unused

transaction number for that object.

submit : Sends a command (.S. commit or abort) or an object transaction to an

object for scheduling. For an object transaction, it sends the operations to the

Object Scheduler in the order specified by the involçed method. It employs

handshaking âs is done with sendtoMS.

Tire event loop receives various messages from the Method and Objeci Sched-

ulers. It executes as a daemon, waiting for messages and processing them as they

arrive. The Object Manager reads the messages from its queue and processes them

as follows. When the Method Scheduler sends a start-OT its arrival data is stored

in call-table. First an object local identifier is generated. The table stores the

unique identifier (OTn"), the user transaction operation, and the methodìd (see

Figure 4.3).

Ultimately, the set of object transactions submitted on behalf of a user trans-

action will need to commit or abort. The commitment decision must be passed from

the Method Scheduler to the relevant Object Schedulers by transmitting a comm'it

or abort message through the Object Manager. A commi.t message indicates that

the relevant object transaction should be committed. An abort message is trans-

lated into abort operations at specific objects. An abort of an object transaction is

then submitted to its Object Scheduler. For both messages, the rows of call-table

for the object transaction that have terminated are deleted.
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A pre-commi,t is a message sent by an Object Scheduler to notify the Method

Scheduler of an object transaction's completion. Similarly, if an object transaction

has aborted Lhe aborúed message must be relayed to the Method Scheduler. In both

cases, the message sent to the Method Scheduler indicates the user transaction and

corresponding operation that completed. The arrival of an aborted message per-

mits the Object Manager to delete the relevant entry from the table. Execution

order information is passed from the Object Schedulers to the Method Scheduler.

These are relayed to the Method Scheduler with an orderi,ng message. Ãn inuoke

messâge from an Object Scheduler is associated with a user transaction operation

by consulting the call-table for the specified object transaction. This user transac-

tion operation is sent to the Method Scheduler, along with the method identifier.

The nested method invocation is related to the user transaction so that it can be

scheduled as a descendent.

We now present the concurrency control algorithms employed by the Method

and Object Schedulers. First we describe the user leveÌ concurrency control and

then present the object level.

4.4 I-Jser-Level Concurrency Control

The Method Scheduier accepts method invocations, from the Transaction Manager,

on behalf of user transactions and sends them to the Object Manager for distribu-

tion to the appropriate Object Schedulers. The pilrpose of the Method Scheduler

is to ensure that the user transactions executing on an object base do so serializ-

ably. Tlris section presents a grapli construction mechanism, called a DAX (for

Zirected Acyclic construction), where the vertices are user transactions and the

arcs are ordering relations between the user transactions. The graph algorithms
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of Resende and El Abbadi [26] construct a graph containing vertices and arcs for

all transactions active in an object base while this algorithm only creates vertices

and arcs for user transactions. We use information from the Object Schedulers

to infer ordering information about the user transactions. This permits the use of

separate algorithms for local object scheduling and global (inter-object) scheduling.

Hadzilacos and Hadzilacos [13] argue that such an approach is the most appropriate

concurrency control technique for object bases.

Recall that all operations of the user transactions and all operations sub-

mitted to the Method Scheduler are method invocations. The Method Scheduler

uses a hybri,d strategy in submitting method invocations. It optimistically sub-

mits methods when no ordering information for its user transaction is available but

will pessimistically block methods when ordering information passed "up" from

the Object Scheduler indicates invalid serializations at an object may result. Op-

timizations of the pessimistic approach are currently being investigated [12] but

these discussions are beyond the scope of this thesis. The algorithm describes the

construction and manipulation of theDAX and how the Method Scheduler submits

transactions to the Object Manager.

The algorithm requires the following data structures and functions:

DAX : A graph constructed by the Method Scheduler, where vertices are the active

user transactions. The following routines manipulate the graph:

node(e) : Returns true if a node exists in DAX with identifier z.

create-lode(z)

delete-node(e)

dent arcs.

: Adds a node to the graph ivith the identifier ¿.

Removes the specified node from the graph and any inci-
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add-arc(e, j) : Adds an arc from the node'i to the node j.

delete-arc(i,, j) : Removes the arc from z to 7.

incoming(z) : Returns the set of nodes whose arcs are incident with ¿.

cycle : Returns true if there is a cycle in the graph, else false.

sendtoOM0 : Sends a message to the Object Manager by inserting the message

at the back of the message queue for the Object Manager and by employing

handshaking which calrses blocking until an acknowledgment is received.

passivate : Stops the given user transaction from executing further. It adds the

user transaction identified to a set of all passive user transactions.

activate : Tests the set of passive user transactions for possible reactivation. Each

user transaction node that has no incoming arcs is removed from the passi-

vated set and is permitted to continue executing.

pause (Ufo) : A function that suspends further execution of an executing routine

until restarted. This can be thought of as a thread that suspends itself so

UTis execution path through ihe routine is halted (not ihe routine itself).

restart (Ufo) : Restarts a paused thread at the next executable line.

executing.UT¿ : The set of operations that have been submitted for execution on

behalf of.UT¿. The set is initiaiized when a node is created, inDAX, for the

user transaction and is deleted when the node is removed.

The Method Scheduler must handle a variety of messages from the Trans-

action and Object Manager (see Figure 4.1). The messages from the Transaction

Manager are received as input to the Ini,ti,al Scheduli,ng part of the Method Sched-

uler depicted in Figure 4.4. The operations can be one of three types, a commit
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begin
input

if not node(i) then
create-node(i);

case O¿o of
commit:

if executinE.UT¿ # Ø then
pause (Ufn)

else
begin

for each O¿o.mi e UT¿ do
if f ordering(O¿o.mi,Onn.mi) then

if O¿e - O& e UTi then
sendtoOM (commit (O ¿p.mi))

else for each O¿r.mfi do
sendtoOM (abort (O¿o .mÐ) ;

break;
end
delete-node(i);
activate

abort:
for each O¿o.mi do

sendto O M (ab ort(O ¿o.mÐ) ;

delete-node(i);
activate

otherwise:
if incoming(i) : Ø then
begin

sendtoOM (start -OT ( O or,*i)) ;

executing. UTi <- exectfi,ing.UT¿ U O ¿o.mi
end else

passivate Ufr
end case

end

gtu:
mi:

An operation for UT¿

The method being involçed by the operation

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

l.r/
(8)
(e)

(10)
(1 1)

(12)

( 13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(1e)

(20)

(2r)
(22)

(23)

Figure 4.4: The Method Scheduler Part

B3

1 - Initial Scheduling



(line 3),2 an abort (line 15), or a method invocation (line 20). A comm'it implies

that the user transaction specified in the operation is ready to malçe its updates per-

sistent. If any operations have not pre-committed (line 4) then the user transaction

is paused until the pending operations have completed. Otherwise, the user trans-

action can commit if no internal inconsistencies exist (line 6). An inconsistency

arises when an ordering generated by an Objeci Scheduler contradicts an ordering

implied by the partial order of the user transaction (defined in Chapter 3) (line

7-8). This results in the abortion of the user transaction and all of its associated

object transactions (1ine 10-11). Following this, the node of the user transaction is

removed fromDAX (line 13) and activate is issued to test for any user transactions

that can be reinitiated (line 14).

Ãn abort implies that the user transaction wants alÌ of its operations aborted.

The object transactions for the user transaction are aborted by sending requests

to the Object Manager (line 16-17). The node of the user transaction is removed

from the graph (line 18) and the passivated transactions are tested for any that can

be reinitiated (line 19). For the invocation of a method, the Method Scheduler first

tests to see if the operation can proceed by testing tìre graph for any arcs coming

into the node representing the user transaction (line 20). If there are, it implies that

there is a user transaction serialized before it on some object. In order to maintain

consistency across objects, the current (and any subsequeni) operation of the user

transaction should not be allowed to proceed because it could result in an ordering

tlrat is contrary to the ordering already represented in the DAX. The submission of

the operation could result in an incorrect ordering and the abortion of the operation.

This is avoided by passivating the cor-responding user transaction (line 23). If the

operation can proceed, the Object Manager is sent a request to begin an object

in the algorithm depicted in Figure 4.4.
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transaction on behalf of the user transaction (line 21) and the operation identifier

is appended to the set of executing operations for the user transaction (line 22).

Messages are also received from the Objeci Manager including: operations,

transaction terminations, or ordering information. The algorithm for processing

these messages is given in Figure 4.5.

begin
input msg : a message sent from the Object Manager

if msg : pc(O¿e.m,i) then
begin

executing.UZ -executing.UT¿ - O¿r.m";
restart (UTo)

end
if msg : aborted (O¿r.mÐ then

execute (abort(U\))
if msg : ordering(O¿o.mi,O¡o.mi) then
begin

add-arc(i,j);
if cycle then
begin

delete-arc(i,j );
sendtoOM (abort (O¿o .mí)) ;

execute (Ono,m?)

end
end
if msg : invoke(O ¿p,m{) then

execute (Ono,^{)
end

Figure 4.5: The Method Scheduler Part 2 - Termination Scheduling

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)

(e)
(10)
(1 1)

(12)
(13)
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The algorithm uses a message passing routine called execute which sends the spec-

ified operation to the algorithm in Figure 4.4. This is needed to effectively emulate

an abort message or a nested method invocation coming from the transaction man-

ager. The pc message indicates that the specified operation has completed (line 1).3

The Method Scheduler removes this operation from the set of executing operations

(line 2) and issues a restart (line 3). This allows a useÌ transaction waiting for a

pre-commit to reinitiate and attempt to commit. Aborted (line  ) indicates that

the given operation was unable to complete at an object and the user transaction

that initiated the operation is forced to abort since it is impossible to complete all

of its tasks. Therefore, we immediately abort any object transactions by issuing an

abort of the user transaction (line 5).

The ordering message (line 6) indicates that an ordering was induced at an

object. The operations specifled in the message have been ordered such that the

first has been serialized before the second. An ordering has been induced between

two user transactions and an arc is added Io DAX (line 7) from the node of the

first operation's user transaction to the node of the second's user transaction. The

graph is then tested for a cycle (line 8), which would imply a serialization error. If

a cycle exists, it must have been induced by the arc that has just been added and

the operation that caused the ordering by blocking the other operation is aborted

and submitted for re-execution. The arc is removed from DAX since the ordering

no longer exists (line 9-11). Finally, an inuoke message means that a method

invocation is being relayed to it from the Object Manager (line 12). This method

is submitted for execution as a part of the user transaction operation that has as

its descendent the object transaction that invoked the method (line 13).

sThe following line numbers reference those in the algorithm depicted in Figure 4.5.
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4.5 Object-Level Concurrency Control

This section introduces the modifications necessary to convert (sirict) two-phase

locliing into object two-phase locliing (O2PL). Other traditional concurrency control

protocols could be modified in a similar manner but they are not discussed here.

Based on the two-phase locking rules presented by Bernstein et ø1.15, page 50]; the

rules for the object two-phase scheduler are:

1. When the scheduler receives ân operation p¿(r') of OTf , the scheduler tests

if the loclç for the operation conflicts with any lock held by another opera-

tion q¡(r") of OTf . If not, the locl< is set and the operation is submitted for

execution. If a conflict occurs the caLl-taóle is consulted to determine if the

two object transactions belong to the same user transaction and if OTf has

pre-committed. If it has, the operation is submitted. Otherwise, the object

transaction and its operation pt(r") is delayed. Finally, this implies an order-

ing between the two object transactions so the necessary orderi,ng(Of;,OT:)

message is sent to the Object Manager.

2. Once a loch has been set for OTf , the loclc is held until the object transaction

comrn'its or aborts.

3. When an Object Scheduler receives a comm'it(Off) @bort(OTf)) from the

Object Manager, it commits (aborts) the operations of OTf and releases its

locl<s.

4. When an Object Scheduler receives a pci from OT: , it sends pre-con'trnüQf:)

to the Object Manager and waits.

When an Object Scheduler receives ân ø¿ from OT:,it sends aborted(OTf) to

the Object Manager, aborts the object transaction's operations, and releases
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6. When an Object Schecluler receives an i,nuoke(*t¡ frorr. OT;, it sends i,nuoke(OTf , m{)

to the Object Manager.

Rule (1) prevents two object transaction from accessing object level data

in a conflicting manner (often defined by a lock compatibility matrix). This is

mandatory if the object transactions ale from different user transactions, but special

considerations are required if they are from the same user transaction. For example,

f Of; holds a lock needed by OTf bú OTf is pre-committed it is impossible for it to

get its lock because OTf and OTf must both pre-commit before either can commit.

This is a deadlock that is "internal" to the user transaction. This anomaly is avoided

if an object transaction is permitted to execute whiÌe holding locks conflicting

with those of other object transactions from the same user transaction but only if

the conflicting transactions have pre-committed. This guarantees that they have

"completed" and will not execute more operations, such as a unilateral abort.

Rule (2) enforces strict two-phase locking in that no loclçs are released until

the termination of an object transaction. Strictness is necessary to avoid the very

dificult problem of cascadzng aborts [5]. The remaining rules provide the functions

necessary for the object two-phase locking algorithm to interact with the Method

Scheduler (via the Object Manager). Rule (3) defines the responses that are made to

terminate messages received from the Object Manager. When the Object Manager

receives a request to initiate a commit or abort, it notifies the object schedulers

which perform the appropriate operations and release locks held by the specified

object transaction.

Rule ( ) defines the activity required when a pre-commit is issued. The

Method Scheduler and Object Manager must be notified and the object transaction
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is passi,uated since it will no longer issue any operations. Rule (5) is similar to

Rule (a) except that it defines the activities necessary when an object transaction

aborts. Once again the Method Scheduler and Object Manager must be notified

but, in this situation the object transaction is aborted and its locl<s are released so

blocked transactions can resume. Nested method invocation is handled by Rule (6).

If an object transaction involces a method as an operation, a request is made for its

execution by sending the method and object transaction identiflers to the Object

Manager.

4.6 Correctness

The schedulers discussed above must ensure serializability for them to be useful.

The global serializability of an object base was defined in Chapter 3. A global

object history is created based on user and object transactions and is serializable

if the object histories are serializable and the user transaction history is equivalent

to some serial history. A graph technique was introduced for showing that a global

object history is serializable if and only if a graph constructed from the history

is acyclic. This section discusses such a graph construction for the Method and

Object Schedulers and argues that the graph is always acyclic. In addition, the

techniques used to ensure correct nesting and atomic commitment are shown to be

valid with respect to seriaiizability and atomicity requirements.

Since a serializable global object history requires serializability at the objects,

the Object Scheduler introduced in Section 4.5 is discussed first. Recall that the

global object graph has two types of vertices and arcs. ü represents the set of

vertices for object transactions andTy' represents the directed arcs between those

vertices. Since a þ-arc will only connect two object tlansactions from the same
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object, we can restrict the discussion to one object without loss of generality.

The Object Scheduler employs strict two-phase loching, which is conflict se-

rializable (as discussed in Chapter 2 and Bernstein et al. l5l). This implies that a

sub-graph made up of ù vertices is acyclic if the scheduler employs strict two-phase

locking. Unfortunately, the Object Scheduler adds additional functionality which

must be taken into account. The reception of a commit or abort message from

the Object Manager or the sending of pre-commit or abort messages to the Object

Manager does not affect serializability, they ensure the atomicity of termination

which will be discussed with respect to the Method Scheduler.

The execution of multiple object transactions by a single user bransaction

on an object introduces a deadloch anomaly as discussed with respect to Rule (1)

of the Objeci Scheduler in Section 4.5. The anomaly is avoided by permitting

transactions within a transaction family to hold conflicting lochs. The transactions

can only hold conflicting locks if all other transactions holding the loclcs have pre-

committed. This ts lock mi,grati,on [21] whereby a transaction gives its lock to

another transaction in its transaction family once it has completed execution. Only

one active transaction within a transaction family may hold a conflicting lock.

Therefore, any other transaction requiring a loclç that conflicts with the loclc is

blocked until the blocking transaction pre-commits. Therefore, an ordering will

result between transactions of the same transaction family (if they conflict) that

results in an acyclic graph. Since a transaction does not let others within its

transaction family obtain confl.icting locks until it pre-commits, it can never be

serialized before the conflicting transactions (since it has completed and will no

longer obtain loclts).

The invocation of a method by an object transaction does not affect the

serialization of the object transaction unless it is on the same object. In this case,
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it will be considered another transaction within the same transaction family and

be handled using the locl< migration technique discussed above. Other aspects of

nested method invocation relate to the Method Scheduler and discussion of these

issues is deferred until the discussion of the correctness of the Method Scheduler.

Since strict two-phase locking and the additions made for objects result in acyclic

graphs, the sub-graphs containing ü vertices and þ a cs are acyclic. Therefore, aÌl

objects employing the Object Scheduler of Section 4.5 will produce O-serializable

histories.

The design of the Method Scheduler assumes that correct Object Schedulers

exist. If a correct Method Scheduler is employed with correct Object Schedulers,

the global object history will be serializable. The sub-graph containing T vertices

and u arcs for the user transactions must be acyclic for this to be true. This graph

can be constructed from fhe DAX by including an T vertex for each vertex added

to DAI and subsequently adding the necessary arcs.

All arcs added to DAX become u arcs which are removed from the serial-

ization graph if they are removed from DAX due to a serialization error. If a

user transaction aborts, the vertex and all incident arcs are removed from the se-

rialization graph. The committed projection of the user transactions (the set of

user transactions that have successfully terminated) can be extracted from the se-

rialization graph and will always be acyclic. This is because the DAX is always

acyclic. Since the serialization graph is constructed based on DAX and cycles are

always removed fromDAX, the serialization graph with respect to committed user

transactions will be acyclic. This holds true for both committed projections and

after the completion of a set of user transactions (which is simply the committed

projection containing all user transactions). Therefore, the global object graph is

acyclic so global serializability is ensured.
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Two unique aspects of the concurrency control algorithms discussed in this

chapter are nested invocations and the commitment of a user transaction. Nested

method invocations allow for complex computations within a user transaction to

be hidden from the user. It also permits greater concurency by allowing sub-

transactions of a user transaction to execute concurrently. The technique employed

here is to have the invocation of a method sent to the Method Scheduler. The

invocation is related to a user transaction since it is logically an operation of that

user transaction. It is a descendent of a particular operation of the user transaction

in that the call path to the method invocation starts at a particular operation.

Therefore, the method executes as a method invoked by ihat operation. This allows

for orderings induced by the method to be linked to a particular user transaction

operation. Thus, all orderings can be related to user transactions and all orderings

induced at objects are reflected in the serialization of the user transactions. This

technique is similar to that employed by multi-level transactions for proving the

correctness of histories by flattening the call hierarchy [4]. Transactions at lower

levels are considered operations at higher levels and if the lower levels are correct,

they can be "flattened" into atomic operations.

The commitment of a user transaction employs an implicit two-phase commit

protocol [5]. The initial phase consists of the user transaction submitting object

transactions for execution and the object transactions returning pre-commits or

aborts. The second phase consists of the user transaction making a termination de-

cision and relaying the decision to the object transactions. The object transactions

then implement the decision at their objects. The termination decision made by the

user transaction is more complex than that of traditional two-phase commitment.

In addition to committing if all object transactions reply with a pre-commit and

aborting if one object transaction replies with an abort, the internal correctness
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of the user transaction must be maintained. Every user transaction has a partial

order due to its semantic definition [35]. The orderings must retain the partial

order or the user transaction will have an internal inconsistency. Abortion of the

transaction occlrrs upon the detection of an inconsistency.

4.7 Summary

A1l of the techniques employed by the concurrency control algorithms combine

to provide executions that are atomic, nested, and serializable. The algorithm is

correct with respect to the model defined in Chapter 3. Two-phase locking has

been adapted to the object-based environment and the nesting of methods and

lock migration have been introduced. This chapter also introduces techniques for

the interchange of information between the two schedulers. Many optimizations to

the algorithms are possible but are beyond the scope of this thesis. The algorithms

have been introduced theoretically so that the important concepts can be discussed

without dealing with the complexities of implementation.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Concurrency control in object-based systems is a complex problem. This thesis

examines the problem and contributes a set of algorithms for concurrency control.

A model of transactions in an object-based system is introduced and a correctness

criterion was defined for the transactions. This model is the basis of an architec-

ture defining the software components of transaction management and in particular

concurrency control. The architecture provides the frameworh from which the al-

gorithms are defined.

Unlike previous correctness criteria, this thesis bases correctness on operation

conflict and the syntax of methods. In addiiion, the model defines two types of

transactions, one at the user level and the other at the object level. This allows for

the natural dichotomy between what the user has access to (the objects' external

specifications) and the implementation of objects through methods that access the

internal data of the objects. The correctness criterion makes use of the two types

of transactions to define serializability. Global serializability assumes that object

executions are serializable. This is more general than homogeneously defining trans-
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actions and defining global serializability as the equivalence to a serial execution of

all transactions. Instead, more concurrency is allowed by only requiring serializable

executions at the objects.

The algorithms introduced in this thesis provide for correct executions of

transactions in object-based systems. A modified two-phase loching algorithm

that makes allowances for nesting and communications with other schedulers was

presented. In general, it shows the techniques required to transform traditional con-

currency control algorithms so that they can be used in object-based systems. The

user level algorithm maintains global serializability through a new technique that

employs the construction of a graph during the execution of user transactions. The

algorithm builds the graph using ordeling information obtained from the objects

and detects serialization errors as cycles in the graph. This thesis also introduced

a protocol by which Object Schedulers communicate with the Method Scheduler.

The protocol has to convert messages into forms that are readable by the sched-

ulers as well as transform method invocations into transactions for submission to

the appropriate Object Schedulers.

With respect to concurrency control only fi,rst order objects are of importance.

That is, only objects that have been created and are active within an object-based

system require concurrency control. Therefore, many aspects of object-orientation

can be ignored in the design of concurrency control algorithms. Some of these

object-oriented features, however, deal not only with the creation of objects but

with how they will be used once they exist. It is important that concurrency controi

not hinder such features. One such feature is composi,te or compler objects defined

through a part-of hierarchy [3]. Complex objects allow for objects to have other

objects as a part of their definition. Therefore, methods invoked on an object may

cause invocations on the objects that are a part of that object. The model and
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algorithms presented in this thesis provide for this functionality through the use of

nested method invocations and require no modifications in design.

Many aspects of transaction management were not addressed in this thesis.

Some open problems in transaction management in object-based systems are dis-

cussed below. The definition of a transaction model and concurrency control algo-

rithms introduces many areas where research is required. This discussion does not

attempt to provide direction for the research but to identify interesting problems

that remain.

A prototype of the algorithms should be developed so that performance stud-

ies can be made. The implementation of the algorithms will provide insight into the

techniques employed here and provide direction in the design of future concurrency

control algorithms. Various situations can be implemented to analyze the algo-

rithms and identify ihe suitability of the algorithms for the variety of applications

envisioned for object-based systems.

The algorithms introduced do not consider reliability and recovery issues.

The use of nesting and independent Object Schedulers increases the complexity in

ensuring reliable executions. The recovery techniques required to support reliable

executions as failures occur are more complex due to the increased amount of in-

formation that must be stored (relative to object local and global information) and

the complexity of the nested executions. In addition, this thesis does not consider

deadlocks. Any blocking protocol is subject to deadlock and the increase in the

amount of executing transactions in a nested environment leads to a greater chance

of deadlock. A study of the types of deadlock that can occur and the means of han-

dling them, similar to that of Härder and Rothermel 114] for nested transactions,

is required for object-based systems. Both of these areas require a large amount of

research and should provide for many interesting results.
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Finally, the algorithms must be considered within a distributed environment.

This thesis focuses on a centralized object-based system but the popularity of

distribution requires the design of algorithms for a distributed object-based system.

The algorithms developed in this thesis begin to support distribution through the

use of schedulers at each object. This allows for an object to be placed at any site

within a distributed system since its scheduler will be placed with it. This requires

a mechanism for locating an object and relaying messages across a networl< so that

the Method Scheduler can communicate with the Object Schedulers. Research must

also address the distribution of the Method Scheduler. Many problems can occur

in a distributed environment if the Method Scheduler were to reside on one node

of a system [23]. Therefore, the Method Scheduler's algorithm must be redesigned

so that its functionality can execute efrciently when distributed across a number

of nodes. Demand for distributed systems is increasing and results from research

into a distributed object-based system should prove to be very interesting.
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